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ABSTRACT

Patterns for marriage and divorce vary from one culture to another. Data on
marriage relationships in the United States are sometimes generalized and do not always
distinguish between the marriage patterns of various sub-cultures, including those of
recent immigrants. The Asian-immigrant community has become a significant minority
within American culture, with its own characteristics, needs, and concerns. This
dissertation is directed toward the needs of the Asian-immigrant community, with the
goal of providing a culturally-suitable tool for assisting couples with developing strong
and stable marriage relationships.

Audience
Written Statement
Primary audience of three:
Dissertation Advisor: Dr. Clifford Berger; secondary advisor: Dr. Larry Shelton; Expert
Advisor: Prof. Amy Doherty.

Dissertation Artifact
The Primary Readers:
The intended audience for the abstract will be Asian immigrant couples who are engaged
and preparing for marriage, or who are already married and seek to improve their
relationship; senior Pastors, family life ministers, and young adult pastors who do

v

ministry with the Asian community or who have an interest in ministry with Asian
immigrant people. In addition, the abstract will appeal to other Christian lay-persons who
are interested in learning about how to influence the Asian-immigrant community to have
a more biblically-based, balanced, and fulfilling marriage.

Primary Artifact: What is in a Marriage? A Reference Guide for Asian Immigrant
Couples. (preparing for publication)

Being married can be satisfying and wonderful on one hand, but on the other it
can be a source for bitterness, conflict and pain. It is interesting because even though
attitudes toward marriage are changing, the majority of people still desire to get married
at some point. This is especially true of young Asian adults.1 They seem to have an
instinct to build a deeper relationship with their betrothed through marriage. It is also
wonderful because they can break through almost all the difficulties during the process of
preparing for marriage and still have a strong commitment to build a family through
marriage. For some people, however, marriage can be frightening because of bad
experiences that may have occurred in their own families. For Asian immigrants in the
USA, they may also struggle with the cultural transitions from their country of origin to
the US; this is especially true if their partner or spouse is not born in an Asian country. If
they cannot handle the difference well, they may be filled with bitterness because of the
impact of this disharmonious relationship. That is one reason why not all people can enter
into marriage especially with different cultural background—it takes a willingness to risk,
1

There are certain people who have a special calling to live a celibate life. They want to live alone
before God with no encumbrances and serve the Lord completely. Marriage would be a distraction to their
calling. And yet there are those who just have no interest in living a married life.
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many sacrifices and a brave heart to marry. On the other hand, some people prefer having
a friend relationship to having a husband and wife relationship because they believe it
keeps the expense and the risk low.

Although the divorce rate of Asian immigrant in U.S. is 4.2 percent lower than the
national total of 9.7 percent (approximately half)2; the impact of this divorce rate is still
very significant on the traditionally family-oriented Asian culture. It affects not only the
couples involved, but also entire family systems. Children can become bitter when they
lose a figure of parenthood, but it can also affect the children’s children. The
grandchildren from broken-home families have a greater potential of re-creating broken
families for the next generations. Our society changes due to the lack of commitment and
the breakdown of the divorced families. The lack of commitment allows people to have
the concept that separation is common and an acceptable solution. Broken families also
can become the breeding ground of juvenile delinquency because of the absence of a
father or mother, further impacting the quality of life in our society. Lastly, the financial
impact is devastating on the family of the divorced couples.

The primary intent of this dissertation and the artifact is to help keep these
problems from becoming worse, especially for Asian immigrant partners who are
preparing their future. The focus is also for Asian immigrant married couples who are
experiencing struggles in their relationships, and to help them understand how to
maintain their marriage in the face of difficulties. Section One of this document describes
2

Terrance J. Reeves and Claudette E. Bennett, We the People: Asians in the United States, Census
2000 Special Reports, CENSR-17. U.S. Census Bureau, Washington, DC (2004), p. 7 (citation omitted).
Archived at: http://www.census.gov/prod/2004pubs/censr-17.pdf.
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“The Problem,” and examines the status of marriage within Asian-immigrant couples in
the USA. Using statistics and data primarily from government and academic sources, I
will give an overview of the rates of Asian-immigrant marriages and divorces compared
to rates in the general American population. Even though Asian-immigrant marriage rates
are high, and divorce rates low by comparison, it will be evident that incidences of
marital problems and divorces are in danger of increasing as Asian-immigrant couples
acculturate to mainstream American culture.
A significant number of support services have emerged in an attempt to address
the problem of troubled marriages and dysfunctional families in the USA. Section Two
will provide a brief overview of the Government Initiatives to provide assistance to
families—especially to provide for the needs of children. In addition, there are many
Christian programs for premarital and marital counseling, group therapy and family
therapy that are available for young couples who want to get married and for those
already married. There are also local church programs that can help prepare engaged
couples through premarital counseling and marital counseling. We will see, however, that
frequently these resources are not adequately accessible to Asian immigrant couples.
Section Three will offer a proposal for a ministry tool designed to address the
unique needs of couples within the Asian-immigrant community. As noted in Section
Two, there is no lack of general marriage and relationship resources, but very few of
these are created specifically with the needs of the Asian-immigrant community in mind.
The thesis of this author is that a Asian-immigrant couples can benefit from a fresh
paradigm for understanding marriage, one built not on the traditions and male-dominated
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culture of the Asian community, but rather on a more healthy understanding of
relationship dynamics and biblical principles. The content described in Section Three will
provide the basis for the proposed solution to The Problem, to be outlined in Section
Four.
Section Four will describe this proposed solution to The Problem in the form of a
ministry tool, a popular book designed as a marriage manual for Asian-immigrant
couples. The specific details of this project are outlined in Section Five, including a
description of the project’s target audience, goals, strategies and budget, as well as
consideration for the ongoing maintenance, promotion and evaluation of such a program.
The sixth and final section of this document provides an opportunity for reflection and
assessment following the initial implementation of the project and offers suggestions for
further research and development.

ix

SECTION 1
THE PROBLEM

Marriage Realities for Asian Immigrants
Asian immigrants to the USA face unique complications in their marriages and
families. In most Asian countries the divorce rate is lower than for western countries;
these trends tend to continue with Asian immigrants to the US.1 At the same time, there is
evidence of an increased divorce rate and/or other marital problems within the Asian
immigrant community, even though it is still lower than mainstream American culture by
comparison. There may be many reasons for this, including increased employment and
economic power of Asian wives along with a concurrent decline in their husbands'
earning power.2 Other reasons may include the value Asian cultures place on familial
inter-connectedness versus the western values of independence. What eastern cultures
may consider to be a healthy family could be seen in western culture as unhealthy and codependent. 3 Romantic attraction tends to be the initial bonding force with most American

1

“Asian and Pacific Islanders: National Healthy Marriage Resource Center,” Home: National
Healthy Marriage Resource Center, http://www.healthymarriageinfo.org/research-and-policy/marriagefacts/culture/asian-and-pacific-islanders/index.aspx (accessed January 7, 2012). Much information of this
section is from resources in the National Healthy Marriage Resource Center in the “Frequently Asked
Questions” section about Asian American and Marriage. The National Healthy Marriage Resource Center
is a project funded by the United States Department of Health and Human Services.
2

Ibid.

3

Ibid.

1

2
couples, whereas Asian cultures tend to prioritize family status and lineage, economic
position, and parental/family arrangements of marriages even for adult children.4
High rates of domestic violence are also an unfortunate reality in many Asian
countries and Asian immigrant communities in the US. Outside of Chinese-Americans,
Asian-Americans have a higher rate of domestic violence than other U.S. populations.5
This may result from the stresses of immigration and assimilation into the new culture, as
well as from the patriarchal culture and traditional attitudes toward marriage and gender
roles.6 It is common for Asian husbands to exert more control and dominance over their
wives than with husbands in the west, which tends to create a certain type of stability and
thus lower rates of divorce, but can also inhibit genuinely healthy relationships. When
Asian couples immigrate to the United States, they frequently begin to acculturate to
western customs and standards. This includes relaxing the male-dominance of marital
relationships, and even becoming more accepting of the western “divorce culture.” This
westernization of Asian immigrant attitudes toward marriage is causing difficulties within
the various Asian immigrant communities. I am proposing that this situation can be
improved by helping Asian immigrant couples develop a fresh vision for a healthy
marriage, one built upon biblical principles and sound relationship dynamics.
Marriage is the desire of many young partners who fall in love. Marriage can be
compared to a beautiful mountain, one which attracts many people to come and to climb
because of the passion they have for the mountain. However, when people try to climb
that mountain, they find many difficulties, risks, struggles, and even dangers. Those
4

Ibid.

5

Ibid., Home: National Healthy Marriage Resource Center

6

Ibid.

3
troubles make them realize that the climb is not as beautiful as in their dreams. In this
kind of situation, they should continue their journey until they reach the top of the
mountain, and they will find the most beautiful panorama there. Not only that, they will
rejoice because they survived to break through all the trials and temptations together. It
is the same with marriage. When problems occur, simply ending the marriage may not
solve the problem—but rather can create a new set of problems. It is a pity that many
people choose to end their marriages and go down from the mountain. Some of them find
another partner and start to climb the mountain again. Some even do that twice or more
and they still find the same dangers with different partners and in different situations.

Statistical Data on Asian Immigrants
There are approximately 14 million people in the United States who reported
having an Asian heritage in 2004, making up 3.4 percent of the U.S. population. Given
this large and growing population, Asian American marriage is an important topic.7
Nationalities / ethnicities with at least one percent of the Asian population in the
U.S. include: – Asian Indian, Cambodian, Chinese, Filipino, Hmong, Japanese, Korean,
Laotian, Pakistani, Thai and Vietnamese. 8 Eighty percent of Asians in the U.S. are
members of one of five groups: Asian Indian (16.2 percent of the Asian population),
Chinese (23.8 percent of the Asian population), Filipino (18.3 percent of the Asian
population), Korean (10.5 percent of the Asian population), and Vietnamese (10.9

7

Ibid.

8

Reeves and Bennett, We the People.

4
percent of the Asian population). Each of these has a U.S. population of at least one
million people.9
Ethnically-mixed marriages are becoming more common in the Asian American
community. The US Census Bureau reports that among the six major Asian American
ethnic groups in 2000, Japanese Americans had the highest proportion of their total
population that are in combination with at least one more Asian ethnic group (i.e.,
Japanese-Chinese) or with at least one other race (i.e., Japanese-White) at over 30%.10
Conversely, Vietnamese Americans have the lowest such rates, which makes
sense because they are one of the more recently arrived Asian ethnic groups and it is
likely to take more time for them to become 'maritally assimilated.' In fact, demographers
predict that by the year 2020, almost 20% of all Asian Americans will be multiracial and
that figure will climb to 36% by the year 2050.11
Government Census
In the United States, the number of divorces has remained high although it has
decreased slightly in recent years. As of 2009 the US divorce rate was roughly half the
rate of marriages (per 1000 population).12 It is hard to believe that only about half of
today’s marriages can keep the commitment they vowed to each other at their wedding,
stating, ”Until death us do part.” This has happened with Asian immigrant couples too.
9

Reeves and Bennett, We the People, 4.

10

“Population Statistics & Demographics: Asian-Nation: Asian American History, Demographics,
& Issues,” http://www.asian-nation.org/population.shtml (accessed January 7, 2012).
11
12

Ibid.

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, National Center for Health Statistics. Births,
Marriages, Divorces and Deaths: Provisional Data for 2009. 25th ed. Vol. 58.
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The statistic that was made in 2007 was still around 18%; however the rate was still
increasing. 13 This number is significant as well as un-healthy for future generations.
Personal Observations of Cross-cultural Influences
According to my own experience, as an Asian immigrant myself, immigrants
commonly face these cross-cultural influences:
1. After Asians immigrate and settle down in the U.S. as their new adopted
country, they frequently experience cultural shock transitioning from their
tradition and more conservative Asian culture to unfamiliar new freedom
associated with living in the USA.
2. The experience of intermarriage. The differences in cultural background will
require them to make more adjustments and be more understanding with
marital partners.14
3. After their Asian born American children reach adulthood. Second-generation
immigrants often experience cultural conflict with their first-generation
parents.
4. After their children choose their own spouse who may come from something
other than an Asian background.
These cross-cultural influences can potentially create a negative impact on Asian
immigrant marriages. One possible way to discern between these interpretations is to
examine the stability of interracial marriages. For intermarried couples, relatively high
13

“Asian and Pacific Islanders: National Healthy Marriage Resource Center,” Home: National
Healthy Marriage Resource Center.
14

Frank D. Bean and Gillian Stevens, America's Newcomers and the Dynamics of Diversity (New
York: Russell Sage Foundation, 2003), 34.

6
marital dissolution rates may indicate stronger group boundaries (thus consistent with the
idea that inter-racial marriage signifies boundary crossing more than fading
boundaries).15
Compared to African-Americans, Asians and Hispanics are more likely to
intermarry, especially with the more dominant western White population.16 Unlike earlier
immigrants from Europe, however, there appears to be no increased intermarriage
between the dominant White group and the Asian and Hispanic minority groups across
generations, as originally assumed by the assimilation theorists. 17
Social interaction theorists have proposed that the size and geographic distribution
of a group play a role in the local pool of eligible marriage partners. Research based on
this perspective projects that the size of a group may inversely affect the likelihood of
marrying outside of that group, Native Americans being a notable example.18
The amount of time “in country” and the sex ratio within immigrant communities
is also important. More established and geographically diverse immigrant groups are
more likely to marry outside of their group, as are those with an unbalanced sex ratio.19

15

Yuanting Zhang, “Changes in Marital Dissolution Patterns Among Chinese and Chinese
Immigrants: An Origin-Destination Analysis”, PhD diss., Bowling Green State University, 2007, 46.
16

Cynthia Feliciano, “Assimilation or Enduring Racial Boundaries? Generational Differences in
Intermarriage among Asians and Latinos in the United States,” Race and Society 7 (2001): 27-45.
17

Ibid., 27-45.

18

Sharon M. Lee and Barry Edmonston, “New Marriages, New Families: U.S. Racial and
Hispanic Intermarriage,” Population Bulletin 60 (2005): 1-38.
19

Deanna L. Pagnini and S. Philip Morgan, “Intermarriage and Social Distance Among U.S.
Immigrants at the Turn of the Century,” American Journal of Sociology 96, no. 2 (1990): 405-432,
doi:10.1086/229534.

7
Lee and Fernandez have discovered (based on data from the 1990 census) that the
overall marriage rate for Asian immigrants had (at least at that time) actually declined
due to the steady rate of immigration.20 Likewise, Lichter and Qian analyzed both 1990
and 2000 Census data and also confirmed a reduced rate of intermarriage among both
Asian Americans and Hispanics.21 Bean and Stevens point out two types of interracial
marriages that can be explained through the social interaction perspective. One involves
U.S. servicemen and their foreign brides, many of whom are from Japan, South Korea
and other non-western regions.22 The other type is “mail order brides” or those found
through Internet services. Many of these women come from Russia, Asia and South
American countries.23 This represents a certain segment of the Asian-immigrant
population, whereas intact Asian couples and families would present the majority of
Asian immigrants.
Interracial relationships are not new amongst Asian Americans. When Filipino
and Chinese workers first came to the U.S. in the 1700 and 1800s, they were mostly men.
Some of them eventually married non-Asian women in the U.S., although this was not at
that time an accepted practice in American culture. Some saw such interracial marriages

20

Sharon M. Lee and Marilyn Fernandez, “Patterns in Asian American Racial/Ethnic
Intermarriage,” Sociological Perspectives 41 (1998): 323-342.
21

Daniel T. Lichter and Zhenchao Qia, Marriage and Family in a Multiracial Society (New York:
Russell Sage Foundation, 2004), 55.
22

Frank D. Bean and Gillian Stevens. American’s Newcomers and the Dynamics of Diversity
(New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 2003), 34.
23

Ibid.

8
as a threat to traditional “white” American society. This resulted in the passage of laws
that prohibited Asians from marrying Whites.24
Taboos against interracial marriages between whites and Asians began to break
down following World War II, as U.S. military personnel serving in Asian countries
began returning home with “war brides.”25 Figures from 1945 into the 1970s reveal that
thousands of young women from China, Japan, South Korea, the Philippines, and later
Viet Nam came to the U.S. as war brides every year.26 Moreover, the passage of the 1965
Immigration Act facilitated many of these Asian war brides in sponsoring their families
in immigrating to the U.S.27 Asian immigration to the U.S. was also accelerated by
political and economic changes and upheaval in Asian settings such as Vietnam and the
transfer of Hong Kong to communist China in 1997.
On arrival in the U.S, the transition from traditional, conservative Asian culture to
the more liberal, freedom-oriented American setting almost always creates culture shock.
As one would expect, with the passage of time the recently-arrived Asian immigrants
begin to assimilate into American culture. Unfortunately, this often also includes an

24

“Population Statistics & Demographics: Asian-Nation: Asian American History, Demographics,

& Issues”.
25

Xiaojian Zhao, Remaking Chinese America: Immigration, Family, and Community, 1940-1965
(New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2002), 105.
26

Zhang, 43.

27

“Population Statistics & Demographics: Asian-Nation: Asian American History, Demographics,

& Issues”.

9
acceptance of the American “divorce culture.” This phenomenon still requires more
study, as it is not yet clear how divorce patterns manifest across immigrant generations.28
Zhang has proposed that marriages between foreign-born and American-born
Asians and Asians with American citizenship have resulted in the most stable
relationships.29 There may be Asians who seek to take advantage of the American
immigration system and use marriage in order to facilitate their goal of immigrating to
the U.S. Some Asian-American men may look overseas when they are unable to find an
appropriate American woman (whether Western or Asian). There is also the phenomenon
of the Asian “trophy wife” amongst some Western men, where they choose an Asian
woman for her beauty or because they are assumed to be submissive and easy to
control.30 The lighter complexions and generally high educational accomplishments of
many Asians also result in them being considered as “honorary Whites” by some
Americans.31 Other reasons for immigration include those who come to the U.S. to study,
begin a business, or in general just to partake of the “American Dream.” Spousal
differences within racially intermarried couples as well as differences in the rate and the
way immigrants adapt to American culture may lead to marital instability. These
challenges can be diminished by helping the Asian immigrant couples and their families
adapt to their new American/Western culture, and by building strong and firm marriages
by following the ten basic principles described in Section Three of this dissertation.

28

Zhang, 1.

29

Ibid.

30

Ibid., 55.

31

H. J. Gans, “Filling in Some Holes: Six Areas of Needed Immigration Research,” American
Behavioral Scientist 42, no. 9 (1999): 1302-13, doi:10.1177/00027649921955083.

10
Selective Assimilation
Some Asians are demonstrating “selective assimilation,” 32 that is, trying to
assimilate the “good” aspects of American culture while avoiding the “bad” aspects—i.e.,
the American “divorce culture.”33 Portes and Rumbaut note that this but can be a result of
a tight ethnic community (e.g., Vietnamese in New Orleans) and perhaps a more mature
understanding of American society among the first-generation immigrants, who then
encourage their children to retain their ethnic culture or language.34 When the majority of
Americans still think Asian Americans are foreign and different than Whites, Asian
immigrants may find selective immigration imposed on them rather than it being a
conscious choice or strategy of response. We may have yet to see the full impact of
increased rates of interracial marriage, especially between White, western men and Asian
women.35

Further Statistical Data on Asian Marriage in the U.S.
Interracial relationships and marriages between Asians and Whites, once rather
taboo, have now become quite common. One of the best research articles on this topic is

32

Gans, 1302-1313.

33

Ibid.

34

Alejandro Portes and Rubén G. Rumbaut, Immigrant America: A Portrait. (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1990).
35

Sharon M. Lee and Barry Edmonston. “New Marriages, New Families: U.S. Racial and
Hispanic Intermarriage...” Population Bulletin 60 (2005): 1-38.
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a study conducted by Shinagawa and Pang entitled "Asian American Pan Ethnicity and
Intermarriage."36
The table 137 shows the percentage of the six largest Asian ethnic groups who are
married within their own ethnic group, to another Asian (outside their ethnic
group), to someone who is White, Black, Hispanic/Latino, or someone who
is Multiracial, sorted by males (husbands) and women (wives). The other major
component of the table is that it presents different numbers depending on which
statistical model is used. The specific numbers for each ethnic group vary
depending on how one measure "intermarriage." The different models are:38
All Spouses
The model that includes “All Spouses” encompasses marriages that involve at
least one Asian-American. This approach provides a complete overview of all marriages
involving Asian-Americans. The drawback of this perspective is that many AsianAmericans immigrants got married in their country of origin, before moving to the U.S.
U.S.- Raised + U.S.-Raised or Foreign-Raised
On the chart, USR stands for "U.S.-Raised," indicating those who are either born
in the U.S. (the 2nd generation or higher) or came to the U.S. at age 13 or younger (the
'1.5 generation'). FR refers to "Foreign-Raised," the 1st generation (those who came to
the U.S. at age 14 or older). “In this model, the 'subject' spouse (either the man or the
woman) is USR, but his/her spouse can be either USR or FR. This model narrows down

36

Gin Yong Pang and Larry H. Shinagawa, “1971-Present: Asian American Panethnicity and
Intermarriage,” Amerasia Journal 22, no. 2 (1996): 127-152.
37

See Appendix 2 (Data is from the website previously cited: “Population Statistics &
Demographics: Asian-Nation: Asian American History, Demographics, & Issues.” The researchers for this
site primarily used data from the 2010 United States Census, updated in November 2011).
38

Ibid.
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the sample somewhat by trying to exclude those who were already married when they
arrived in the U.S.”39
U.S.-Raised + U.S.-Raised Only
This part of the chart refers only to marriages where the husband and wife are
both U.S.-Raised. These couples represent only those entirely raised within and
acculturated to American society.
It is this U.S.-Raised population that best represents young Asian Americans,
since they are the ones who have the most exposure to prevailing American
cultural images and media. The drawback of this model is that by focusing
exclusively on the U.S.-raised (who only represent about one quarter of all
marriages involving Asian Americans), it may overemphasize and ‘overhighlight’ instances of our marriage among Asian Americans.40
This approach allows for different interpretations of which model most accurately
depicts the status of Asian-American marriage. Readers should be aware that there are
pros and cons for each model, and that each model can reveal different results.41
For intermarried couples, relatively high marital dissolution rates may indicate
stronger group boundaries (thus consistent with the idea that inter-racial marriage
signifies boundary crossing more than fading boundaries), but low/same marital
dissolution rates as compared to the racially endogenous marriages may signify
fading group boundaries. 42
Thus, if the boundary between two racial or ethnic groups is fading in social
significance at the macro level, then we would expect that the marital dissolution
rates of intermarried couples from the two groups would be relatively similar to
39

“Population Statistics & Demographics: Asian-Nation: Asian American History, Demographics,
& Issues—Interracial Dating and Marriage”.
40

Ibid.

41

Ibid.

42

Zhang, 43.

13
comparable endogenously-married couples. This idea is based on prior research
suggesting that homogony, or great resemblance in socially significant physical
and psychological traits among the couples, e.g., in age, education, race/ethnicity
and religious identification, is associated with marital stability. 43
Couples who differ significantly on one or more of these major traits are
considered to bear higher risks of marital difficulty and divorce.44
A well-educated minority or a minority of higher economic status sometimes
marries the less educated or lower class White partner in exchange for his/her
high social status. Other than being in a mixed race marriage, interracial marriage,
as a means of immigration, could also be used as a tool by some immigrants to
come to the U.S. (e.g., the green-card marriage), which greatly shattered the
stability of this type of marriage. 45

Summary of the Ministry Problem
The intent of Section One is to establish that the marriage and family
circumstances of Asian-immigrants is unique within American culture. Asian culture
tends to be conservative, traditional, and very much male-dominated. While this may
result in the generally lower divorce rate within Asian cultures, it does not mean that
these lower rates are a result of healthier marriages.
Immigrant couples initially bring these attitudes toward marriage and family with
them, although they can begin to change as the immigrants assimilate the attitudes and

43

Zhang, 43 (In making this observation, Zhang refers to the work of Dean Gillian and Douglas T.
Gurak, “Marital Homogamy The Second Time Around,” Journal of Marriage and Family 40: 559-70.)
44

Matthijs Kalmijn, “Intermarriage and Homogamy: Causes, Patterns, Trends,” Annual Review of
Sociology 24, no. 1 (1998): 395-421, doi:10.1146/annurev.soc.24.1.395.
45

Zhang, 43. Here Zhang refers to the work of Matthijs Kalmijn, Paul M. De Graaf, and Jacques
P. G. Janssen, “Intermarriage and the Risk of Divorce in the Netherlands: The Effects of Differences in
Religion and in Nationality, 1974–94,” Population Studies 59, no. 1 (2005): 71-85,
doi:10.1080/0032472052000332719.
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practices of mainstream American culture. While it is generally a good thing for
immigrants to embrace many aspects of their adopted new country, assimilating some
things such as more liberal attitudes toward divorce is not positive. The purpose of this
dissertation is to address this problem by presenting Asian-immigrant couples with a
biblically-based, relationally-healthy view of marriage. This way Asian couples and
families can retain their cultural values that prize marriage and the family, but do so on a
basis of love, mutual respect, and biblical principles.
Section Two will consider some resources that have been available within
mainstream American culture that can assist couples and families in distress, and will
assess whether or not these resources are adequate for ministry with the Asian-immigrant
community.

SECTION 2
OTHER PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
In Section One, several problems pertaining to Asian immigrant marriage are
identified. Some of these issues are similar to those faced by western couples, and some
are unique to those of Asian background or racially mixed marriages. There are many
issues that contribute to marital problems and the general divorce rate in the US, and
there are likewise a number of resources available for couples. Unfortunately, these
solutions have not always been sufficiently accessible to the Asian immigrant
community. Reasons for this include language barriers, the recent immigrant status of
many Asians, isolation and lack of awareness, etc. Even so, following is a review of
some commonly applied solutions to marriage and family problems that are generally
available in the US.
Government Initiatives
The high divorce rate of marriages in the US prompts both federal and state
governments to provide certain initiatives. It is in the government’s interests to promote
stable family relationships and to diminish the impact of dysfunctional families by
offering family based services. Each state must have their own policies on the sort of
family-based services they offer. Following is a sample of what Department of Health
Services in Oregon offers, along with other government services. Note that most of it
pertains to family issues (parenting and children), rather than specifically to marriage.
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Family-Based Services
The state of Oregon makes available a number of family services designed to
strengthen families and promote child protection. Many of these services are in the
interest of families, but are especially focused on protective services for children.1 Note
that few of the following services focus specifically on marriage resources for couples.
The role of government is primarily to protect the interests of children rather than to
enrich and stabilize marriages.
Family Decision Meeting Services
State services such as Oregon Family Decision Meeting, or the Casey Family-toFamily Team Decision Meeting model, are available to help identify the safety and wellbeing needs of children, and to identify family strengths and outside resources to help
meet those needs. 2 Family Decision Meetings are a collaborative process that may
include immediate and extended family members, selected persons in the family network,
and community professionals.
Family Sex Abuse Treatment Services
Family Sexual Abuse Treatment Services provide age-appropriate group
treatment for victims; group treatment and support for non-offending parents; individual

1

“Oregon DHS: Children, Adults and Families Overview.”
http://www.oregon.gov/DHS/aboutdhs/structure/caf.shtml. (accessed January 5, 2012).
2

Ibid.
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counseling when necessary; and coordination with offender treatment therapists,
community mental health providers, law enforcement and other community partners. 3
Housekeeper Services
Housekeeper Services are offered for families where a child is at risk in out-ofhome placement. These services can be used when the child's guardian or caregiver is
unable to carry out basic, necessary housekeeping duties due to a short term absence or
situations such as illness, severe emotional stress, complication in pregnancy, or due to
unusual requirements for the care of ill or handicapped children. 4
Intensive Family Services
When evidence of abuse or neglect is present, resources such as Intensive Family
Services (IFS) may be contracted to provide family treatment services, intervention, and
placement assistance. These services are limited to around three months, but may be
extended as necessary. 5
Intensive Home-Based Services
Intensive Home-Based Services (IHS) are short-term, (2 to 4 week) contracted
family intervention and preservation programs that assists families in meeting critical
needs; provides parenting skills; helps parents and family members with child safety
issues; designs behavior modification programs; develops cognitive skills; teaches

3

Ibid.

4

Ibid.

5

“Oregon DHS: Children's Intensive In-Home Services (CIIS).”
http://www.oregon.gov/DHS/dd/children/in-home.shtml. (accessed January 5, 2012).
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conflict resolution; and connects families to a wide range of community resources
following treatment. 6
Parent Training Services
State-sponsored Parent Training Services are available to improve and strengthen
parenting skills in families where there is evidence of parental abuse or neglect of
children, and when children may be at risk for needing placement outside of the home. 7
In summary, while a number of family-based services may be available through
government agencies, most of these are directed toward child-protection rather than
marriage enrichment or preservation. And even in these cases, language issues and fear of
dealing with government bureaucracies may discourage immigrant families from
accessing these services.
Christian Foundations Programs
A number of Christian organizations offer programs designed to maintain and to
help families. Some of them make this available in a general way by conducting
seminars about marriage, divorce, or remarriage such as: Focus on the Family ministry
founded by Dr James Dobson, 8 Comprehensive Marriage Ministry by Family Dynamics
Institute, 9 National Institute of Marriage founded by Gary Smalley, 10 For Your Marriage

6

Ibid.

7

Ibid.

8

Focus on the Family, “Helping Families Thrive,” http://www.focusonthefamily.com (accessed
January 6, 2012).
9

“Marriage Enrichment Ministry: Christian Marriage Resources to Help Marriage and Family”
http://www.familydynamics.net (accessed January 6, 2012).
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(an initiative of the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops), 11 etc. These all are
reputable organizations with many quality resources, but they offer very little specifically
with the Asian immigrant community in mind. Most of the services are for mainstream
western audiences.
Other Christian organizations place most of their emphasis on evangelism and
personal restoration to God. The goal is life-change and personal transformation through
Christian conversion and discipleship—which, presumably, would also lead to healthier
marriages. Sadly, statistics on the status of Christian marriages and divorce rate would
indicate that embracing faith in Christ does not automatically lead to healthy marriage. 12
Examples of such evangelical ministries would include the Billy Graham Evangelistic
Association, 13 Luis Palau Association, 14 Promise Keepers,15 and Stephen Tong
Evangelical Ministries International,16 etc. These evangelical organizations provide an
important resource for the church, of course, but are only indirectly focused on improving
marriages, at best. The ministry of Stephen Tong, in fact, is actually directed at the Asian

10

“Christian Marriage Counseling | Couples Counseling | Marriage Intensives | Marriage
Conferences,” http://nationalmarriage.com/index.php (accessed January 6, 2012).
11

“For Your Marriage.” http://foryourmarriage.org (accessed January 6, 2012).

12

The Barna Group, “The Barna Group - New Marriage and Divorce Statistics Released.”
http://www.barna.org/barna-update/article/15-familykids/42-new-marriage-and-divorce-statistics-released
(accessed January 6, 2012).
13

BGEA: Billy Graham Evangelistic Association. http://www.billygraham.org (accessed January

14

Luis Palau Association. http://www.palau.org (accessed January 6, 2012).

6, 2012).
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Promise Keepers. http://www.promisekeepers.org (accessed January 6, 2012).

STEMI Singapore 唐崇荣国际布道团（新加坡), Stephen Tong Gospel Rally 2010.
http://www.stemi.org.sg/2010 (accessed January 6, 2012).
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community, specifically the Indonesian community, but as noted it is focused primarily
on evangelism and Bible teaching. There are also popular authors within the Asian
immigrant Christian community, such as Korean pastor Rev. Joshua Kang, but his
influence is also primarily with leadership, spiritual formation, and discipleship.
Non- Faith-Based Resources
Also available are a range of secular programs and resources for assisting families
and marriages. Probably the most common secular source would be published self-help
books on marriage and relationships. Many counselors, psychologists, and marriage and
family therapists also offer services in most communities. There is nearly always a fee for
these professional services, of course, ranging from a scale of ability to pay to
significantly expensive. Besides the expense of counseling, few counselors or therapists
are equipped to deal with the language and cultural issues of the Asian immigrant
community. Another well-regarded secular relationship resource is the Gottman
Relationship Institute founded by Dr John Gottman.17 This service provides referrals for
counseling, workshops and training. Another example would be the “Smart Marriages”
coalition for marriage, family, and couples education.18
As with many of the other resources listed, these secular marriage and
relationship resources may offer helpful assistance to couples, but they typically are
directed toward the mainstream American culture. Asian immigrant couples may be

17

“Relationship Institute - Couples Therapy, Workshops, and Training.” http://www.gottman.com
(accessed January 6, 2012).
18

“Smart Marriages.” http://www.smartmarriages.com/index.html (accessed January 6, 2012).
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unaware of their existence, or discouraged by language and cultural barriers from
accessing them.
Local Church Programs
Many local churches have significant ministries for marriage and families. These
services range from couples support groups, church-sponsored marriage enrichment
seminars, professional counseling (usually available only in larger churches that have the
resources), and teaching on marriage and family issues by the pastor and church staff.
Many church pastors who perform weddings also conduct premarital counseling with
couples prior to the wedding. Some pastors, of course, are ill-equipped to provide this,
while others have the training and experience to make this a significant element of their
pastoral ministry.
Churches and pastors that offer premarital and marital counseling and enrichment
frequently make use of some of the tools and resources listed earlier. Some who have the
training may use counseling resources such as the Taylor-Johnson Temperament
Analysis,19 the Prepare-Enrich relationship assessment,20 or the Myers-Briggs Type

19

“PPI - Official Site of the Taylor-Johnson Temperament Analysis.”
https://www.tjta.com/asp/index.asp (accessed January 6, 2012).
20

“Prepare-enrich.com.” https://www.prepareenrich.com/webapp/pe/overview/template/DisplaySecureContent.vm;pc=1325831340854?id=pe*prepare_e
nrich*introduction.html&emb_org_id=0&emb_sch_id=0&emb_lng_code=ENGLISH. (accessed January 6,
2012).
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Indicator.21 These are helpful tools in the right hands, but require training and experience
to administer effectively.
Another resource worth mentioning is that produced by local pastor and George
Fox Evangelical Seminary Doctor of Ministry graduate, Dr Joseph Yeung. Dr Yeung has
been a pastor within the Chinese-immigrant community in Portland, Oregon for many
years. As part of his doctoral work at George Fox University, he produced a dissertation
entitled, “Pastoral Premarital Counseling for Bi-Cultural Traditional Chinese and Chinese
American Couples.”22 Dr Yeung’s work is focused specifically on the Chinese-immigrant
community, but is an example of the kind of work that needs to be done in this area. I
offer my own work in this project as an additional resource, hoping that it will be a
building block for yet more work by myself or others who have a concern for seeing
Asian-immigrant couples experience fulfilling and healthy marriage and family
relationships.
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“My MBTI Personality Type - MBTI Basics.” http://www.myersbriggs.org/my-mbtipersonality-type/mbti-basics (accessed January 6, 2012).
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Joseph Yeung, Pastoral Premarital Counseling and Bi-Cultural Traditional Chinese and
Chinese American Couples, D. Min. Diss., George Fox Evangelical Seminary, 2010.

SECTION 3
THE THESIS

It is evident that many marriages in the USA are in crisis. The good news is that
there are actually quite a few resources to assist these couples, as pointed out in Section
Two. Unfortunately, as also pointed out in Section Two, many of the available resources
do not speak to the culture of Asian immigrants, and few resources are specifically
directed toward this community. Asian immigrants couples need more unique resources
that can guide, strengthen, and develop their relationship especially within this crosscultural atmosphere.
Section One of this dissertation has pointed out four problems related to Asian
immigrant couples 1) unawareness of marriage realities, 2) statistical data predicting that
Asian immigrant will be 36% of the US population by 2050, 3) government census data
that shows the increasing number of divorces amongst Asian immigrants, and 4) sources
of cross-cultural conflict between original Asian (Eastern) culture and American
(Western) culture. Those problems can be focused into several major issues that need to
be addressed through some sound relationship principles.
The thesis of this author is that a Asian-immigrant couples can benefit from a
fresh paradigm for understanding marriage, one built not on the traditions and maledominated culture of the Asian community, but rather on a more healthy understanding of
relationship dynamics and biblical principles. The content described in Section Three will
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provide the basis for the proposed solution to The Problem, to be outlined in the
description of the Artifact in Section Four. These relationship principles are developed
around the metaphor of building a house that stands strong and firm in the face of the
elements and things that would destroy it. This metaphor rests not only on biblical
teaching (i.e., Jesus’ parable of the strong house built on the rock1), but is also relevant to
Asian cultural understandings. In Indonesian culture, for example, the image of the
“house” is closely related to marriage. This is because the Indonesian word for house
(Rumah) and the term for married life (Rumah Tangga) include the same word, Rumah.
Also, in Chinese culture the word for “house” (Cia) and the term for “family” (Cia ding)
use the same word, Cia. The image of a strong house representing a strong marriage and
family has significance within the Asian community, which is why I have selected this
metaphor as a way for Asian-immigrant couples to develop a fresh, strong, and more
healthy way of relating within marriage.
Insufficient Preparation for Marriage
One problem faced by couples in many cultures is insufficient preparation for
marriage. This is true in western culture where marriages are often initiated by romantic
attraction, but it is also true within Asian culture where arranged marriages are still
common. People must consider the realities of marriage before they decide to make that
commitment. Jesus himself provides a relevant example: “Suppose one of you wants to
build a tower. Won’t you first sit down and estimate the cost to see if you have enough
money to complete it? For if you lay the foundation and are not able to finish it, everyone

1

Matt. 7:24-27.
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who sees it will ridicule you, saying, ‘this person began to build and wasn’t able to
finish.’”2
Preparing for marriage is like preparing to build a tower. The couple needs to
calculate if they have prepared strong and firm foundation of marriage until death finally
separates them? Many people enter marriage only in the name of love without knowing
what love is. They should be aware that there are four type of love, and know what kind
of love they are experiencing. Love is important but it is not the only principal upon
which to build a strong and firm marriage.
Jesus Christ taught us in Mathew 7: 24-28 about the wise man and the foolish
man who both want to build a house. The foolish man likes to be in a hurry and have the
house completed right away. He is more concerned with speed than with quality or
safety. However, the wise man is always focusing on the strong and firm house.

Here is a sketch of the strong and firm house upon which the metaphor will be developed
in this Section:

2

Luke 14:28-30.
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The house must have a roof and four walls. And to make it firm, the house must
have four pillars of foundations. Altogether I am proposing ten basic principles to make
the marriage strong and firm for Asian immigrant couples.

In his parable, Jesus indicates that there are three enemies that will attack a house.

The First Enemy that will Attack is the Rain
Rain attacks and primarily wears on the roof of the house. The Pacific Northwest
of the USA where I now live is well-known for its wet winters and significant rainfall.
Builders and homeowners know that this can be very hard on buildings. A strong roof is
needed to make the house strong. Many Asian countries also experience heavy seasonal
rains (“monsoons”), so this imagery is not lost on Asian-immigrants to the U.S. There are
two parts of a roof which are needed to protect the house. Those are:

Good and Wise Communication
Good and wise communication is an adult-level, progressive communication that
must be present in married life. Good and wise communication will never happen
automatically; it needs time to process and a humble heart to accept one another. Good
communication involves speaking by using clear statements with controlled emotion in
times of stress or anger, without using sentences that can hurt other’s feelings. Good
communication in marriage requires honestly conveying one’s feeling so as to create
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harmony, maturity, and building up one another. Even honesty, however, needs to be
exercised with sensitivity and correct timing. Honesty that is ill-timed can be destructive
and make matters worse. As an example, consider this illustration:
A young married husband just came back from men’s ministry retreat. During the
retreat, he made a decision that he would confess his unfaithfulness to his wife
during the first year of their marriage. He realized that as a new Christian, he has
to tell honestly about his sin for their reconciliation. After arriving at home, he
suddenly told honestly the whole story of his unfaithfulness to his wife during the
first year of their marriage. As a result, he did not receive forgiveness and
understanding from his wife, and in fact his wife ended up wanting to divorce
him. This happened because he did not exercise his honesty in communication
with wisdom and discretion. He did not know or look for the right time to bring
up the matter and to tell the truth. He should discern what type of woman his wife
is and act accordingly. If she is a rigid or narrow-minded person, it may better for
him to confess in front of a pastor only, at least to start with. But if his wife is an
emotionally mature and broad-minded person, he may want to confess to her but
still look for the right timing.
Another example would be a wife who called a technician come and fix a leaky
faucet, but she forgot to tell her husband that the technician she called happened to be a
friend from high school. After completing the job, they talked about their families and
shared memories about high school until evening. And when the technician left the
house, they hugged each other and she waved as he drove away. Her husband went home
at that time and saw that his wife hugged a man and waved at him. But he kept quiet,
hoping his wife would tell him what was going on. His wife did not know that he noticed
this encounter, and forgot to tell her husband about her friend who came to their house
and fixed the faucet. The husband was hurt and angry, thinking his wife had been
unfaithful to him so he began to call his lawyer preparing to divorce.
The husband should not allow his emotions to drive a hasty decision like that. It
would be far better to simply ask his wife about what he had observed and give her a
chance to explain. It would also be wise of the wife to tell her husband about the visit
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from a male friend that day, especially if she thinks her husband might be threatened by
it. Honest communication will lead them to know deeper each other and to demonstrate
more trust and more love.

Wise Management of Money
As an immigrant myself, I can attest that it is not very easy to find jobs in US. At
the very least, a person must have Social Security as the one of the basic criteria to get a
job. However, if they are denied Social Security and other basic working papers, they
will not be able to work legally and they will not get any food stamp or insurance to
support their needs. If they are in fact legal immigrants, they can succeed by hard work.
However, even once they get a job they must be aware that not every job is good for
ourselves or our family life. There are many jobs that are not healthy for family life, jobs
that might either compromise their principles or impede upon their priority of family
time. Working hard is important, but working too many hours a day can cause problems
in one’s marriage or family relationships and communication.
An appropriate relationship with money and finances is essential to a strong
marriage. Some conflicts may be caused by simple lack of income. The economy is so
crucial to build a strong and firm marriage. Without enough money, it is as if the family
is functioning like a body without enough blood. It would be wise for couples to see that
one or both partners have a stable job before marriage, or even before they start dating.
Couples need to determine their needs and cost of living, and plan accordingly. It is
important for couples to live within their means and avoid incurring debt, except for
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major investments such as a car or house. Working out a realistic budget should be a
priority for all couples.
If, after developing a budget, the husband is not able to earn that much money, the
wife will likely need to work as well. They may also not be ready to have children right
away unless together they can accept responsibility for all expenses. And they should
recognize that once they do begin to have children, the burden for earning income will
fall increasingly to one partner, usually the husband.
How to earn enough money and to manage it well is a major issue for couples.
The biblical story of Ruth provides a helpful example of how a family unit managed
finances. The story relates that Ruth was the daughter-in-law of Naomi, and after her
husband and brother-in-law passed away she and Naomi decided to return to Israel from
Moab. As single women they were poor and had little or no legal status. Agnethe Siquans
notes,
One has to bear in mind that a woman without a husband or son found herself in a
precarious situation. In fact, a woman without any male relatives was not granted
any legal status. Therefore, in Naomi’s opinion—which seems quite realistic—it
is hardly possible for a woman to come through on her own. A widow (without
sons) in ancient Near Eastern society, was most likely placed among the poor.3
Eventually Ruth married a man named Boaz and had a son named Obed. She and
Boaz were prosperous and well-known in Israel. Ruth became known as the greatgrandmother of King David and an ancestor of Jesus Christ. Some lesson can be learned
from the life of Ruth:

3

Agnethe Siquans, “Foreignness and Poverty in the Book of Ruth: A Legal Way for a Poor
Foreign Woman to Be Integrated into Israel,” Journal of Biblical Literature 128, no. 3 (2009): 446.
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She starts her new life in Israel by being willing to do the lowest job
The Bible mentions that Ruth the Moabite said to Naomi, “Let me go to the fields
and pick up the leftover grain behind anyone in whose eyes I find favor.” 4 Left over
grain is given to the poor people to pick up for their food, a practice known as
“gleaning.” Ruth so humbly named herself as a poor woman by picking up the grain and
gleaning. She did not feel embarrassed to do that. Nowadays not many people really want
to consider him or herself as a poor person, fearing that people will look down on or
mock them. However, Ruth was not that type of person. She actively asked permission to
do that voluntarily for her mother in law, and was able to do so because of her humble
heart. Humility will lead someone to do something from the beginning or the lowest
level. This is the first reason why Ruth was so successful in her life. Couples, especially
perhaps early in their married life, may need to work hard at menial labor in order to
make ends meet and to keep financial difficulties from becoming a problem in their
marriage.

She bowed down with her face to the ground. She asked him, “Why have I found such
favor in your eyes that you notice me—a foreigner?” 5
Ruth was a woman who gave high appreciation for those who helped her. She
remembered everything that had been given to her. A person can do like that if he or she
has a kind heart. A kind heart will always motivate someone to give thanks. However, it
is hard to do that if someone has not had a kind heart. Ruth’s kind heart allowed her to
experience success throughout her life.
4

Ruth 2:2.

5

Ruth 2:10.
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May you be richly rewarded by the LORD, the God of Israel, under whose wings you
have come to take refuge.” 6
Ruth surrendered her entire life into God’s care. She depended on God although
she was still a new believer. She had faith that with God, she could do something
beautiful and wonderful in her life. The Bible mentioned many times from Genesis until
Revelation that those who trust in God and obey God’s law will never need to be afraid
of the worst things that may happen, and they will have everything they want. It is
because the Lord became their Shepherd and they lacked nothing.7

Ruth has a close relationship with her mother in law. 8
Ruth loved and cared for her mother-in-law. Her unity with her mother-in-law as
the only person in her family makes her life becomes so incredible. She tells Naomi,
“Where you go, I will go; where you lodge I will lodge. Your people shall be my people,
and your God my God.”9 The unity in a family is the one of the things that makes the
blessing of the Lord pour abundantly into Ruth’s life. That does not happen easily—it
requires commitment, humility, love and courage to fix and to maintain those kinds of
relationships. And Ruth succeeded in making that happen. The unity and harmony in
family makes the Lord God pleased with us and the result will be the blessing upon our
life.
6

Ruth 2:12b.
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The second enemy is the wind
The wind is what will attack the wall of the house. That is why four strong walls
are required. Those are:

Holy and Healthy Sexual Life
A holy and healthy sexual life is very important in marriage, but dealing with and
communicating about the marital sexual relationship can be very difficult for Asians.
Speaking of Chinese people specifically, Joseph Yeung notes,
Traditional Chinese people are self-contained, seldom express themselves, and
hide things in their hearts. They may say ‘Good, Okay, Fine,’ even though they do
not mean it. For example, when someone praises their children traditional Chinese
parents may say, ‘No, they are very stupid,’ but Americans express gratitude
when someone praises their children. In this regard the two cultures are very
different. A similar difference exists about sex. Traditional Chinese couples do
not express their sexual feelings, and are unlikely to seek help even though they
may have trouble in their sexual relationship. They would not study about sex,
and many Chinese pastors avoid talking about sex in premarital counseling
because many Chinese consider sex sinful, ugly, and dirty. When children ask
parents about sex parents may reply, ‘Don’t ask this; it is dirty.’ On the other
hand, many American people want to know more about sex.10
Other Asian cultures have more in common with this Chinese perspective than
they do with American attitudes toward sex. Helping Asian-immigrant couples deal
constructively with ingrained and traditional attitudes about sex is a huge topic, and will
require patient teaching in “small steps.” Those who do marriage and premarital
counseling with Asian couples need to recognize that it is an important topic, and use
available resources for assisting couples. For example, two popular books on sex from a
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Christian perspective are available in both English and Chinese versions: Love Life for
Every Married Couple by Ed Wheat and translated by Ruth Yen11 and Intended for
Pleasure by Ed and Gaye Wheat, translated by Joseph Chen and Ruth Yen.12
God is holy and He wants His people to live in holiness.13 This extends to our
sexual lives as well. Marriage experts Jack and Judith Balswick point to Genesis 1: 27-28
as an indication that males and females are each uniquely and distinctly designed by God,
yet are also created by God to be equal and united as sexual beings.14
So God created humankind in his image, in the image of God he created them;
male and female he created them. God blessed them, and God said to them, ‘Be
fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth and subdue it; and have dominion over the
fish of the sea and over the birds of the air and over every living thing that moves
upon the earth.’15
The New Testament also reflects a holy perspective on human sexuality. Pastors
and counselors working with Asian couples can point to passages such as Hebrews 13:4,
which says, “Let marriage be held in honor by all, and let the marriage bed be kept
undefiled; for God will judge fornicators and adulterers.” The apostle Paul also sheds
light on a proper perspective of sex in marriage when he writes,
But because of cases of sexual immorality, each man should have his own wife
and each woman her own husband. The husband should give to his wife her
conjugal rights, and likewise the wife to her husband. For the wife does not have
authority over her own body, but the husband does; likewise the husband does not
have authority over his own body, but the wife does. Do not deprive one another
11
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except perhaps by agreement for a set time, to devote yourselves to prayer, and
then come together again, so that Satan may not tempt you because of your lack
of self-control. 16
A pure sexual life must begin once a couple starts dating. They have to respect
their holiness to God and to honor their own body. Sexual intercourse must be reserved
for only after marriage; it considered fornication or adultery if a couple chooses to do it
before marriage. Once a couple gets married, of course, they must limit their sexual
activity only to their spouse. If they compromise this, they violate the laws and principles
that God has established for a pure and holy sexual life. They should structure their
sexual relationship according to God’s pattern.
Above all, pastors and counselors working with Asian-immigrant couples should
work with the couple on communication, helping them to learn to talk about sex in a
constructive way. If the topic causes discomfort, they should at least reach the point
where they can freely admit that it makes them uncomfortable and learn to share why.
The male-dominant hierarchy of Asian culture may make it difficult for couples to
communicate about sex or show intimacy and affection within their relationship, but
these are skills that can be taught and learned so that couples are able to build the “house”
of their marriage on a strong and firm foundation.

Having a Plan for the Bright Future
Asian couples must be encouraged to have a plan before they step into marriage.
This plan should be made during their dating time, preferably with the assistance of a
counselor or pastor. They should make that plan for their bright future. Without making
those plans, the family will never make any progress toward their goals. They may also
16

1 Cor. 7:2-5.
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become bored with that kind of marriage because nothing can change for a better life and
it will have the potential to be worse and worse. The plan that they should make should
include:
A Plan for a Good Job and a Good Income
For example, a part time job in a company with salary of less than $12 for an hour
is probably not adequate for an Asian immigrant couple in North American culture. They
should do their best with many sacrifices in that company to get full time and the
increasing salary as high as possible within five years of immigrating to North America.
If this is not getting the result, they should consider finding a better job or attending a
school or receiving training that will support their next jobs. They should not feel
satisfied or just settle for an inadequate situation; they should make a plan for a better job
for a better life otherwise they will not get any improvement for their entire life.

The House in Which They Will Settle
Renting or buying property is one of the biggest challenges for Asian immigrants.
They should know well about the quality of the house, the title history, the proximity to
their work place, the neighborhood and environment, and whether it is a safe area for the
children. That is why a wise plan is needed to make it come true. They should create a
plan that can enable them to purchase their own home within fifteen years of marriage.
They should work very hard to make sure the dream comes true. Although the global
economic situation fluctuates, married couples should create better lives by living within
their means, working harder, increasing their skills and knowledge to get to a higher
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position. And for the result, they can save enough money to make a down payment to buy
a house.

Health Insurance
Almost everyone has concern about the importance of health insurance. It is
because by ignoring it, something tragic may happen that will ruin their family finances.
A wise and smart decision is needed to set aside the amount for this expense. For young
healthy married couples, it is better they choose a less expensive plan so that they can
save more money for other things.

Planning for Children
Married couples need to plan for how many children they both will want. They
should not discuss that after marriage but before. They should also attempt to plan the
spacing of the age of their children. They should accept if their children all are in the
same gender without trying to break the commitment to add more child(ren) for different
gender. They should make a path for their children’s future so that it makes the children
easier to grasp their future for instance: teaching them strong faith and good character,
making a healthy and harmonious atmosphere in the relationship with one another or
saving money for their college.

The Wedding Anniversary Celebration
Wedding anniversaries are important within the Asian culture. Each couple has to
plan their wedding anniversary to make it a very special event, paying special attention to
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anniversaries in multiples of five. They must make a special event for that special
moment. They can go vacation in certain areas in town for the first five year celebration.
And for the second five years, they can visit the states that they like most. For the third
five years, they may choose something like going on a cruise. For the fourth five years
they may go traveling to several Asian countries. The fifth five years or the silver
wedding anniversary, they may choose to make it a spectacular moment by traveling to
several European countries etc.
Without a plan, they will never have enough money to go vacation together and as
a result their marriage will become boring and passive. This must be avoided.

Savings and Retirement
They should make a plan how much they need to save for their retirement. For
example, they may calculate if it is enough to get less than $100,000 for their savings or
if they need much more than that. They really need to think it through and make a wise
decision for their better future. As a result they never afraid of their health condition,
their retirement life, and their home to live.

The Legacy
For those who had succeeded in their economic plan, they should think about their
legacy for all their saving, income, or wealth that they have. They should make it sure all
beneficiary are clear and fair so that, all the wealthy really become a blessing for those
who will receive it without any feeling of dissatisfaction or jealousy for the wisdom
policy.
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Those are the things that they have to really think how to manage their times to be
effective and optimal for their married lives.

Having a Forgiving Heart
Each family must have a constructive way of dealing with their own struggles.
And the struggles become more deeply embedded if they cannot forgive one another.
Someone can be disappointed or get hurt if the family members continually make
mistakes or do something bad through their statements, behaviors, or misconduct. These
things can range from simple mistakes to offenses that become nearly intolerable.
It is not easy to extend forgiveness unless Jesus Christ has restored our lives from
any bitterness and suffering from our past. It is not enough to receive Jesus Christ as
Savior; a person must also make him Lord of their lives, which provides the power to
forgive. And as the Lord who owns our entire life he would restore our whole life
especially from any suffering and bitterness of our past. The question is how to have the
real experiences of restoration? Sometime it takes a certain moment and a certain coach,
trainer or pastor who is able to lead them to have a genuine restoration, one that helps
them to experience freedom and power to forgive. After getting a breakthrough in
restoration it will make each person emotionally healthy and improve the relationship
with his or her spouse. This restoration should ideally be done before a couple gets
married, to hinder the possibility of any remaining bitterness that will be the root of
poison on their happy married life.
Forgiveness is a basic biblical concept, one both commanded and modeled
throughout Scripture. It is at the heart of our covenant relationship with God, as
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exemplified in the apostle Paul’s teaching in Ephesians, “In him (Christ) we have
redemption through his blood, the forgiveness of our trespasses, according to the riches
of his grace that he lavished on us.”17 As followers of Christ, we are called on also to
demonstrate this same spirit of forgiveness in our relationships with others.18 Jesus
himself commanded, when asked by Peter how many times he should forgive someone
who has sinned against him, “Not seven times, but, I tell you, seventy-seven times.”19
This demonstrates the priority forgiveness has in our lives. The marriage relationship
ought to be a primary “laboratory” where this kind of forgiveness is learned and
practiced.
Some helpful resources for understanding forgiveness within relationships are the
books, Forgive and Forget: Healing the Hurts we Don’t Deserve,20 and The Art of
Forgiving: When You Need to Forgive and Don’t Know How,21 both by Lewis B.
Smedes.

An Appropriate Family Hierarchy
Family hierarchy is one of the most important elements of building a strong
marriage “house.” Asian immigrant couples are very familiar with this, and most of them
17

Ephesians 1:7-8b (NRSV). See also representative passages such as Mark 1:4; Luke 1:77, 3:3;
Acts 5:31, 10:43, 13:38, 26:18; 1 John 1:9.
18

Matt. 6:14-15, 18:21-22; Colossians 3:13.

19

Matt. 18: 22 (see Craig S. Keener, Matthew [Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1997],
290-91. Keener notes that is a rhetorical device intended to show that God’s grace is a model for
forgiveness, and that our own forgiveness should be unlimited. This is in contrast to some Jewish teachers
at the time who limited forgiveness to three instances of premeditated sin.).
20

Lewis B. Smedes, Forgive and Forget: Healing the Hurts We Don't Deserve (San Francisco:
Harper & Row, 1984).
21

Lewis B. Smedes, The Art of Forgiving: When You Need to Forgive and Don't Know How
(Nashville, TN: Moorings, 1996).
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are agree with this hierarchy because this is the philosophy and the tradition of Asian
cultures. Unfortunately, in Asian cultures the family hierarchy is based on a very maledominant traditional and cultural rather than a biblical model of mutual love and respect
for one another, which can lead to many dysfunctions within marriage. Asian-immigrant
couples can be assisted in having a more strong and firm marriage by understanding
family hierarchy from a more equally-based, biblical model of husband/wife
relationships.
A foundational biblical principle and model for husband and wife and family
relationships is found in the apostle Paul’s instructions to the church in Ephesus:
Be subject to one another out of reverence for Christ. Wives, be subject to your
husbands, as you are to the Lord. For the husband is the head of the wife just as
Christ is the head of the church, the body of which he is the Savior. Just as the
church is subject to Christ, so also wives ought to be, in everything, to their
husbands. Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ loved the church and gave
himself up for her, in order to make her holy by cleansing her with the washing of
water by the word, so as to present the church to himself in splendor, without a
spot or wrinkle or anything of the kind—yes, so that she may be holy and without
blemish. In the same way, husbands should love their wives as they do their own
bodies. He who loves his wife loves himself. For no one ever hates his own body,
but he nourishes and tenderly cares for it, just as Christ does for the church,
because we are members of his body. For this reason man will leave his father and
mother and be joined to his wife, and the two will become one flesh. This is a
great mystery, and I am applying it to Christ and the church. Each of you,
however, should love his wife as himself, and a wife should respect her
husband.22
This passage is very much emphasized within the Asian Christian community, but
too often in a one-side way that just focuses on the wife’s responsibility to submit to her
husband. This, combined with the traditional Asian patriarchal hierarchy, has created at
best an imbalance within marital relationships, and at worst an environment conducive to
abuse and domination. I am proposing that Asian-immigrant couples need to develop a
22

Ephesians 5:21-33.
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fresh vision of how they are to relate to one another, based on God’s design for men and
women and on a proper understanding of biblical teaching such as the “Household
Codes” (Haustafels) found in Ephesians 5:21-6:9 and in Colossians 3:18-4:1.23 Kenneth
V. Neller, professor of biblical studies at Harding University, comments on the Ephesians
passage, “It may be suggested, however, that never is ‘obedience’ of wives to husbands
found in the NT and, further, that nowhere in the NT is there basis for male superiority. A
fresh examination of Eph. 5:21-33 is fully warranted.”24 Neller goes on to suggest the
following perspectives when approaching this passage:
The heading found in Eph. 5:21, ‘Submit yourselves to one another in reverence
to Christ,’ controls and influences everything Paul says in the following Haustafel
(5:22-6:9). The ideal relationship between a husband and wife is defined by the
concept of a mutual submission patterned after and in deference to the example
modeled by Christ…Wives should submit themselves to their husbands (5:22,24).
This submission is not a forced subjection which implies weakness, nor does it
imply inferiority….Christian submission, like Christ’s submission, is a voluntary
surrendering of one’s own rights. Christ does not forcibly subject the individual
Christian nor the church, but his followers voluntarily give up their lives and
submit to him (see Mk.8:34). In the same way, when a woman marries, she
chooses to submit herself to her husband.25
In perhaps the most important observation for purposes of this dissertation, Neller further
notes:
When describing the husband’s role in marriage, it must be remembered that the
context is one of mutual submission (5:21). The husband is ‘head of the wife just
as Christ is head of the church’ (5:23). Taken out of context, this analogy has
been misinterpreted in terms of power, authority, and superiority….The husband’s
23

See Markus Barth, Ephesians: Introduction, Translation and Commentary... by Markus Barth.,
vol. 2, The Anchor Bible (New York: Doubleday, 1974), 651. (Barth notes, “Paul’s exhortation to married
people [5:21-33] forms the first of three parts of the social ethics that constitute the Haustafel [5:21-6:9].
The Haustafel is embedded among the general ethical admonitions to the whole Christian community and
each of its members [4:17-5:20]”).
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Kenneth V. Neller, “‘Submission’ in Eph. 5:21-33,” in Essays on Women in Earliest
Christianity, ed. Carroll D. Osburn, vol. 1 (Joplin, MO: College Press, 1995), 244.
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Ibid., 259.
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role as ‘head’is likened to Christ’s love for the church—a sacrificial ‘giving up’
of oneself for the sake of another (5:25). It is a tender, nurturing, caring type of
love (5:28-29) which will reap its own delightful rewards (5:26-27). Certainly,
any abuse of the wife by the husband in his role as ‘head’ of the wife would
indicate misunderstanding of this passage, an ignorance of Christ and his
relationship with the church, or both….Rather than having a husband
commanding and a wife obeying, both are urged to submit themselves to one
another in Christian deference.26
Christ Jesus must be the head of the family and the husband with his wife must
have the authority as the representative of the Lord Jesus to lead the family. The mother
(wife) cannot be lower than the husband (father). They should be in the same level. The
husband should not feel superior to his wife vice versa his wife to him. According to the
Hasutafels described by Paul in Ephesians and Colossians, below the husband and the
wife (parents) in the family hierarchy are the children. Not specifically noted in the
Haustafels, but still important in an Asian perspective on the family, would be other
family members such as grandparents, uncles and aunts. Although the grandparents are
lower position than the children, it does not mean that the children can give commands to
their own grandparents. There is no command line from the children to their
grandparents. The relatives and friends must be lower than the grandparent’s status.

26

Neller, 259-60.
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A diagram might look like this:
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This hierarchy system is so important because if the couple did not use this
system properly, it will make them easily quarrel and as the impact, the marriage can
become dysfunctional and finally they may divorce.
This is the basic principle of marriage. Each couple must need God to be the head
of their family. This is the key to success in building a strong and firm marriage. It is
because of the family’s commitment to God, that God will take care of and guide this
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family. The couple sees the Lord God as directing their marriage, and invites Him to be
the Head of the family. It is like the wedding in Cana where the celebration ran out of
wine (John 2:1-12). It’s because the Lord Jesus was invited, he performed an amazing
miracle that met the need of those present. As a result: it amazed not only the master of
the banquet, but also was a blessing to everyone present.
The presence of Jesus Christ in our married life can calm down the big winds and
waves that come to the marriage’s boat such as misunderstandings, miscommunications
and quarreling with one another. He also makes the relationship sweeter and stronger by
making us easily understanding about our partner and all behaves or characters.
Each family honors Him and one another as representatives who also honor God.
It is because God is there in the marriage, helping the husband and wife realize that they
should honor, trust, and accept one another just as Christ has submitted His life for us.

The Last but not the Least Enemy is the Flood
The flood attacks the foundation of the house and if the foundation is not firm
enough, the house will be ruined. This is perhaps the most important characteristic of the
strong and the firm house. The foolish builder in Jesus’ parable likely had good walls and
roof, but had not built on a solid foundation. Jesus compared this to a foolish man who
hears but does not obey the Word of God.27 For those who want to build a house of
marriage, they should have the following four pillars that constitute a solid foundation.
As important as these things are, however, couples do need to make sure that they have
the rest of the house (the walls and the roof) in place in order to have a genuinely strong
and firm marriage.
27

Matt. 7:26.
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The Four Principles as a Foundation are:
Doing the Word of God28
Doing the word of God is so important. It is not only to make a Christian to be
wise but also it is the basic standard of Christianity. A Christian is the one who does or
obeys the word of God. Without doing the word of God, a marriage will be easily shaken
and cracked because the couples do not know how to build a strong and firm marriage.
They did not know about what is marriage, the function of marriage and the goal. To
begin doing the word of God is by having a commitment to continually read the Bible
every day. New Christians would do well to develop the habit of regular Bible reading.
And that leads also the person to love and obey what the Bible calls them to do. As the
result, it will bring the family closer to the character of Christ that bind them together in
unity for the purpose of fulfilling the mission of Christ.

Maintaining the Genuine Love29
The genuine love is easily faded. Romance in marriage often fades after several
years, due to boredom, stress from financial challenges, incompatibility, or lack of
communication. The faded love will easily put the marriage on shaky ground. To
anticipate that matter, the Bible gives advice from I Tim 1:5: “But the aim of such
instruction love that comes from a pure heart, a good conscience, and sincere faith.”	
  

28

Matt. 7:26.
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1 Tim. 1:5.
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The way to maintain passion and love for one another in marriage is: having a
pure heart, a good conscience and a sincere faith. A pure heart only comes from a holy
life and a holy life is the result of intimate relationship with the Lord Jesus. The holiness
and love from the Lord flows and fulfills the marriage. They result from a couple’s
mutual commitment to God. They do meditation by reading the bible and praying to the
Lord. And as a result, a couple may be able to solve difficulties and challenges without
mistrust of one another. The closer their relationship to the Lord, the more intimate will
be their relationship with each other. A pure heart will produce a good conscience that
will make a person aware of God’s will. This will influence the way they think, feel, and
make decision.
Christian marriage counselor and author Willard F. Harley, PhD, also addresses
the concern of fading love within a romantic relationship. Harley uses the concept of a
“Love Bank” to give a mental visual of how this works.30
Figuratively speaking, I believe each of us has a Love Bank. [Note: Harley does
not limit the concept to romantic relationships, as seen in his illustration below] In
contains many different accounts, one for each person we know. Each person
either makes deposits or withdrawals whenever we interact with him or her.
Pleasurable interactions cause deposits, and painful interactions cause
withdrawals.
In my Love Bank system every deposit or withdrawal is worth a certain number
of love units. If I meet a friend (we’ll call him Jim), and the encounter leaves me
feeling comfortable, one love unit will be deposited in my Love Bank. If the
interchange makes me feel good, Jim’s deposit in my bank is two love units. Very
good gets three. Four units go to him when he makes me feel exceptionally good.
Suppose, however, that I find myself feeling uncomfortable when I am with
someone; we’ll call her Jane. One love unit is withdrawn from Jane’s account. If
she makes me feel bad, two units are withdrawn. Very bad warrants a three-unit
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Willard F. Harley, His Needs, Her Needs: Building an Affair-proof Marriage (Grand Rapids,
MI: Fleming H. Revell, 2001), 25.
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withdrawal. If I consider my encounter with Jane among the worst experiences of
my life, it costs her a four-unit withdrawal.31
It is easy to see how Harley will apply this concept in the marriage relationship.
Every interaction between a husband and wife will create either deposits or withdrawals
from the “Love Bank” each of them maintains for the other. As long as there is a
sufficient “balance” in the account of each, couples will find it easier to maintain
attraction and romantic love with one another. If the account drops dangerously low or
even falls into a negative balance, couples may lose all feelings of romance and
attraction, and wonder why they married the other person in the first place. Accordingly,
couples need to place a priority on doing the positive things that place deposits in one
another’s “Love Bank,” and avoid doing the negative, annoying things that will make
destructive withdrawals. Willard Harley explores this concept further, especially avoiding
“Love Bank” withdrawals (which he calls “Love Busters”) in the book, Love Busters:
Overcoming Habits that Destroy Romantic Love.32

Preparedness of Eternity33
Death can bring the ruin of a family. Especially if it comes suddenly,
unpredictably and to a young married couple. It can shake a family that has not prepared
well for that kind of disaster. The children suffer the loss of a parent figure, the family
may not be able to pay all the bills, and they may lose their home, or worse. The best way
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to prevent this disaster is fully depend on God. Only He can take care of, guide, protect
and bless the marriage from any disaster. And if disaster does strike, He will not make the
family despair, He will not make the family despair, He will give new strength and new
hope to be a champion.

Support From the Parents and Relatives34
The Bible mentions the story of Moses whose father-in-law Jethro really
supported his career and gave Moses advice how to do well in organizing the Israelites at
that time. Family support is very important especially the couple is facing challenges.
This may include encouragement, financial help, or other means of support, and will help
the younger marriage survive during the crisis periods and even make the family grow
and thrive.
Summary of the Thesis
In this Section I have proposed that Asian-immigrant couples need help to find a
fresh vision of a healthy marriage. Too often, the foundation of Asian-immigrant
marriages is based on an unhealthy combination of male-dominated tradition and cultural
heritage, rather than on sound biblical and relational principles. I propose that comparing
a healthy marriage relationship to a strong and well-built house is an image that Asian
couples can relate to, and have used the elements of that house (the roof, the walls, and
the pillars of the foundation) to present ten principles that will contribute to strong and
firm marriage for Asian-immigrant couples. This metaphor of a well-built house and the
34

Exodus 18:13-24.
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related relational principles are the basis for part two of this dissertation, the Artifact
which will serve as a marriage manual for Asian-immigrant couples and for pastors and
counselors who are working with this community. The content of the Artifact will also be
flexible enough to be developed and presented in the form of workshops or seminars.

SECTION 4
THE ARTIFACT
Project Description
Section One and Two of this Written Statement describe the problems Asian
immigrant couples face in their marriages. Section Three (the Thesis) outlines a more
sound and biblically-based view of marriage for Asian immigrant couples. This includes
problems that Asian Immigrant couples typically face, and the biblical teaching of ten
basic principles to build strong and firm marriage for anticipating those problems. As a
way of addressing these issues, I am proposing a marriage enrichment manual for Asian
immigrant couples, grounded in the information provided in the Written Statement and
describing how to incorporate biblical and practical teaching on relationships into
everyday life.
The artifact/manual provides a practical solution dictated by the thesis. Chapter
One describes a definition of marriage and a sound biblical and practical basis for
marriage. Chapter Two provides information on the Asian Immigrant cultures. Chapter
Three discusses healthy marital functioning that is designed to do God’s will as the key to
obtaining blessing and happiness, and to maintain the healthy life of the next generations.
Chapter Four describes challenges couples typically face such as a broken up
relationship, the death, loss of health, and dysfunctional family. Chapter Five provides
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suggestions on how to build a strong and firm marriage by giving ten basic Biblical
principles described in Section Three of this Written Statement.
Rationale for Selected Solution Explicated
The manual’s approach to pastoral premarital counseling bi-cultural couples was
selected based on Biblical foundation and scholarly support. The manual format was
chosen because interested pastors would have a ready resource in a published manual.
Claims Supported and Nuanced
The written statement and the manual are Biblically, Psychologically and
Theologically sound with documentation included in each.

SECTION 5
ARTIFACT SPECIFICATION SHEET
Track Two Book Proposal Template—Non-Fiction
Title:
WHAT IS MARRIAGE? A REFERENCE GUIDE FOR ASIAN IMMIGRANT
COUPLES
Author:
Djohan Kusnadi
Cell: 503-686-5548
johnkusnadi@yahoo.com
Overview:
This book is about how to prepare Asian Immigrant couples for marriage. It will take into
account the Asian Immigrant culture, how to assess the status of the marriage or engaged
couple’s relationship, examine the challenges couples typically face, and offer
suggestions on how to maintain a strong and firm relationship in the midst of challenges.
The content:
1. What is marriage?
2. Asian Immigrant cultures
3. Healthy marital functioning
4. Challenges couples typically face
5. How to be strong and firm in disasters
Conclusion
The takeaway value or felt-need addressed is realizing that building strong and firm
marriage is so important for Asian immigrant couples and that they can be equipped to
handle conflicts or disasters.
Purpose:
•
•

To anticipate the increasing divorce rate for Asian immigrant couples that
had been 18% in 2007
To help Asian immigrant couples realize the importance of preparing for a
better marriage
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•
•

To describe the challenges that a couple will face throughout their married
life
To equip them how to keep strong and firm in disasters

Promotion and Marketing:
Research stats/facts showed that that the divorce rate in US is above 50% and that
brought deep impact for Asian immigrant couples. And as the result the divorce rate for
Asian immigrant couples is increasing into 18% in 2007. This is the main reason why this
book needs to be made available.
My strategy to make this book can be successfully marketed to its targeted audience is by
giving seminars, offering training and teaching classes, and also conducting marriage
retreats for Asian immigrant couples—especially for Indonesian people in their churches.
Besides that there may be opportunities to promote the book/manual through radio,
magazine articles, social media, etc.
Note:
With non-fiction, having credentials, and a strong theme for the book will be required—
especially in chapters 1, 2, and 5 of this book.
Competition:
There are few family and marriage resources specifically for Asian immigrant couples, so
I think this book can be helpful resource for its intended primary audience (Asian
immigrant couples—especially those of Indonesian background).
There are some books, dissertations and academic projects that address aspects of Asian
immigrant marriage, such as those referenced earlier in this paper. These, however, are
mainly academically-oriented works. My project is distinguished by the fact that it is an
application-oriented tool geared for a popular audience.
Uniqueness:
Combining biblical, counseling and small group approaches makes my book different
from any other marriage books available to the Asian immigrant/Indonesian community.
I also used the original house-building metaphor for marriage, because building a strong
and firm house has the same root in many Asian languages with building a strong and
firm marriage.
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Endorsements:
My work has endorsements from the following:
• Rev. Dr. Joshua B. Jokiman (Agape Evangelical Church Founding/Senior Pastor)
• Pastor Stephen Blikstaad (Senior Pastor of Trinity Evangelical Church, Tigard,
Oregon)
• Mike Matousek (Executive Pastor, Sunset Presbyterian Church)
• Dr. Jay A. Barber, Jr. (President Emeritus Warner Pacific College)

Chapter Outline:
1. Realizing what marriage is by giving a biblical definition and reason for marriage.
2. Describe the unique characteristics of many Asian Immigrant cultures, focusing on
the family hierarchy and status of women and why it is common for women to become
second class and even victims of abuse.
3. Healthy marital functioning can be analyzed whether this marriage is doing God’s
will, obtaining blessings and happiness and maintaining the healthy life of the next
generations.
4.

Challenges couples typically face such as:
• A broken relationship (divorce) this is caused by immature relationships, not
knowing one other’s background, and not knowing the differences between men
and women, or having much bitterness in relationship within the family.
•

Death and the unpredictability of life. That is why it needs preparation to face the
reality and how to survive in periods of grief.

•

Loss of health for a long period of time and as a result it needs a lot of money, a
lot of care and sometimes this will impact dysfunctional family.

5. How to be strong and firm in disasters
• Building strong and firm marriage that contains ten elements
a. How to face the first enemy: the rain. It needs two roofs: good and wise
communication and wise to get and manage the money
b. How to face the second enemy: the big wind. It needs four strong walls such
as: holy and healthy sexual life, having a plan for the bright future, having a heart to
forgive for every mistake, and an appropriate family hierarchy.
c. How to face the third (last) enemy: the flood. It needs four foundations such
as: doing the Word of God (Mat 7:26); maintaining the genuine love (I Tim 1:5);
readiness to face the separation of death (I Cor. 15:54-55); and support from the parents
and relatives (Ex 18:13-24).
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•

Entering counseling or classes for couples needing specialized help in their
marriage.

•

Joining small group as a follow up.

Intended Readers:
•
•
•
•

Those who want to know about marriage and how to build a strong and firm
marriage for Asian immigrants
Asian immigrant couples who are preparing for a better marriage
Asian immigrant couples who have problems with their marriage and do not know
how to solve them
Those who are interested in and involved with marriage education or counseling
for Asian immigrant couples.

Manuscript:
The MS is complete in 89 pages. The book’s (estimated) word-count is 21,811, and
the amount of time needed to complete the work after signing book contract is around six
months.
Author Bio:
EDUCATION:
•
•
•
•

Doctor of Ministry in Leadership Spiritual Formation (candidate), George Fox
University (Seminary), April 2012
Master of Divinity in Christian Counseling, Indonesian Reformed Evangelical
Theological Seminary, Jakarta, Indonesia 1998
Bachelor of Theology in Theology, IMAN Theological Seminary, Jakarta,
Indonesia, 1992
Diploma 3 in English teaching, Education Science and Teaching Institute, Jakarta,
Indonesia 1988.

CAREER EXPERIENCE:
•
•
•

Teacher of practical theology, Union University of California Indonesian School
of Theology since January 2012
Public speaker for married couples in many Indonesian churches in Indonesia and
in US.
Pastor, Indonesian Christian Church of Portland, Oregon since September 2, 2007
to present.
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•
•
•

Assistant Pastor, Jakarta Christian Church Kartini, Jakarta, Indonesia. April 2001August 2007 where the church has four services and 1200 attendants.
Pastor, Jakarta Baptist Christian Church, Bekasi, West Java, Indonesia June 1996April 2001.
Assistant Pastor, Indonesian Evangelical Christian Church, Jakarta, Indonesia,
June 1992 – June 1996.

OTHER EXPERIENCE
•
•

Head of Counseling Department in Jakarta Christian Church April 2001 – August
2007.
English Teacher and Religion Teacher in Joseph Christian High School, July
1987-June 1992

I have qualifications to write this book because I myself am an Asian (Indonesian)
immigrant; also because of my educational background (including MDiv in Christian
Counseling), my experience counseling young married couples or couples who are
preparing for marriage, and because of my prior writing and publication on this subject
(one of my latest books is the #6 best-seller in the “relationship” category in Indonesia).
Publishing Credits:
•
•

Healthy Dating. Jakarta 2006. This book is the sixth best seller in relationship
category from Metanoia Publishing
Marriage which through an optimal harmony, Panca Jaya, Jakarta 2005

Future Projects:
• PERNIKAHAN YANG KUAT DAN KOKOH DI TENGAH BADAI (This book
is a translation from WHAT IS MARRIAGE? A REFERENCE FOR ASIAN
IMMIGRANT COUPLES. Target: 2013)
• 10 BASIC PRINCIPLES TO BUILD A STRONG AND FIRM CHURCH. Those
are: healthy communication, growing income, dynamic worship in fire, mutual
love in fellowship, strong and multiplying discipleship, social ministry to the
needy, evangelism for the un-reached people for Christ, the healthy and effective
organization, powerful prayer and fasting, knowing and doing His specific will.
Target: 2013
• HOW TO GET BLESSING FROM GOD (EXPERIENCING HIS HEART AND
HIS PROMISE FROM OLD TESTAMENT TO NEW TESTAMENT)
Target2014
• OUR DAILY BREAD (EXPOSITORING AND EXPERIENCING THE WORD
OF GOD (1): MARK’S GOSPEL)
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Cover Letter:

SECTION 6
POSTSCRIPT

Effectiveness of the Completed Practical Solution
The project will be evaluated as a doctoral project by professors at George Fox
Evangelical Seminary. The author will submit the artifact to a publisher for evaluation
and possible publication, or pursue a publish-on-demand approach. The intent is to make
available a marriage enrichment resource for Asian-immigrant couples and for pastors
and others who work with these couples.

Reflection on Project Development Process
The author submitted the first three chapter of the thesis to his advisor, Dr.
Clifford Berger, who determined the project is Track 02 practical project. The Director of
the Doctor of Ministry Program, Prof. Loren Kerns, concurred. The author followed the
standard format for a DMIN Track 02 Written Statement and accompanying artifact.
Preparing for marriage by building strong and firm foundation is unique by being
a marriage resource focused specifically on the Asian-immigrant community. The author
reflected on this reality and responded by including building the manual around ten
foundational principles designed to promote healthy relationships.
Triumphs and Shortcomings
The author contacted several bookstores and asked if the storeowners knew of any
books on this topic. They said they had never seen a publication on this project. The
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author inquired at several seminaries, universities and also doing research for journals or
books in internets or website, and found no book on the topic. The paper and the artifact,
therefore, fills a gap in the literature. A shortcoming of this project is that it deals only
with Asian-immigrant couples. Many other cross-cultural couples could benefit from
similar publications, but there are in fact a great many resources already available to
couples in mainstream American culture.

New Learning Gained from the Project
The author found the study and writing very useful because they clarified his
understanding that the Lord God wants to build a strong and firm marriage by following
sound biblical and relational principles. Asian cultures are different from American or
western cultures especially with regard to the position of the wife. The Asian couples put
husbands in a more dominant or more superior position than wives. And if the wives feel
unsafe or unhappy in their marriage, they cannot do anything other than surrender to it all
as their fate or destiny. However this will not happen for wives in western contexts; they
will ask for divorce if things go very badly in their marriage. For the solutions, they need
to prepare their marriage or maintain their marriage by building strong and firm marriage
by having ten basic principles.

Recommendations for Further Topic Development and Research
This project focused on traditional Asian and Asian Immigrant bi-cultural or
multi-cultural couples. The author provides premarital counseling for couples from
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Asian, Asian Immigrant, and American backgrounds. A book of this type would be useful
for pastoral premarital counseling with these couples and others from different traditions.

New Problems Discovered and Open Questions
A new problem the study surfaced for the author in premarital counseling for
Asian Immigrant bi-cultural or multi-cultural couples in which one is non-Christian. As
non-Christians they have no affinity for Biblical teachings. This is a challenge and also a
chance to help them learn the gospel. This is not the subject of this thesis, but it opens a
new area of study.
Four practical issues remain open for discussion including ten basic principles
such as: good and wise communication, ways to get and manage the money, holy and
healthy sexual life, having a plan for the bright future, having a heart to forgive for every
mistake, has a family hierarchy, doing the Word of God, maintaining the genuine love,
ready to prepare for the death, and support from the family. These practical issues merit
ongoing review and attention.
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Marriage Patterns for Six Largest
Asian American Ethnic Groups (2006)
(Updated Oct. 2007)1
Asian Indians

Men
Asian Indian

91.9 73.3

56.7

Other Asian

0.9

2.7

2.8

White

5.5 18.5

31.3

Black

0.5

0.5

0.8

Hispanic/Latino

0.8

3.4

5.8

Multiracial & All Others

0.4

1.6

2.7

626.4 54.4

32.2

93.6 77.5

54.2

Population Size (x1000)
Women
Asian Indian
Other Asian

0.7

1.7

2.0

White

4.3 18.9

36.3

Black

0.5

1.4

2.8

Hispanic/Latino

0.4

1.4

2.7
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Multiracial & All Others

0.5

0.9

1.9

580.8 60.0

31.3

89.5 64.6

53.1

Other Asian

4.5 11.5

11.6

White

5.3 20.2

29.7

Black

0.1

0.3

0.5

Hispanic/Latino

0.7

2.1

3.0

Multiracial & All Others

0.4

1.4

2.0

665.8 127.7

86.6

81.5 54.0

44.6

Population Size (x1000)

Chinese
Men
Chinese

Population Size (x1000)
Women
Chinese
Other Asian
White

2.7

7.3

7.8

13.9 32.8

40.4

Black

0.4

0.9

1.1

Hispanic/Latino

0.9

2.9

3.5

Multiracial & All Others

0.6

2.1

2.6

699.2 121.3

98.5

Population Size (x1000)
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Filipinos
Men
Filipino

82.4 50.1

35.6

Other Asian

2.8

6.9

7.3

White

9.2 27.1

36.0

Black

0.3

1.2

1.3

Hispanic/Latino

2.9

8.3

11.1

Multiracial & All Others

2.3

6.3

8.4

426.0 104.0

78.4

61.1 37.6

28.4

Population Size (x1000)
Women
Filipino
Other Asian
White

2.8

6.4

6.9

27.2 40.0

46.2

Black

2.8

3.6

4.1

Hispanic/Latino

3.6

7.5

8.6

Multiracial & All Others

2.5

4.0

5.7

555.4 107.4

93.0

Population Size (x1000)
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Japanese

Men
Japanese
Other Asian
White

63.9 55.0

53.7

9.9 12.4

9.4

19.7 24.0

27.2

Blacks

0.4

0.6

0.7

Hispanic/Latino

2.8

3.6

4.1

Multiracial & All Others

3.2

4.4

4.9

Population Size (x1000)

169.1 115.9 102.6

Women
Japanese
Other Asian
White

47.4 51.3
6.4

50.9

8.0

7.7

38.2 32.1

32.8

Black

1.6

0.7

0.8

Hispanic/Latino

2.8

3.0

3.1
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Multiracial & All Others

3.7

Population Size (x1000)

4.8

4.9

221.1 107.9 105.7

Koreans
Men
Korean

90.7 60.7

39.5

Other Asian

2.6

9.6

12.5

White

5.5 24.9

40.3

Black

0.3

1.3

2.1

Hispanic/Latino

0.5

1.7

2.8

Multiracial & All Others

0.4

1.7

2.7

252.8 44.3

27.4

69.4 35.3

22.5

Population Size (x1000)
Women
Korean
Other Asian
White

3.7

9.4

8.9

23.7 48.9

60.8

Black

1.0

1.7

2.2

Hispanic/Latino

1.1

2.8

3.4

Multiracial & All Others

1.1

1.8

2.3

320.1 56.1

45.1

Population Size (x1000)
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Vietnamese
Men
Vietnamese

92.3 76.9

71.0

Other Asian

2.9

7.0

5.8

White

2.9 10.5

15.0

Black

0.2

0.9

1.3

Hispanic/Latino

1.4

3.8

5.5

Multiracial & All Others

0.3

1.0

1.4

262.2 54.7

40.5

83.3 66.8

58.2

Population Size (x1000)
Women
Vietnamese
Other Asian
White

3.5

8.2

7.8

11.3 20.8

28.3

Black

0.5

1.7

2.4

Hispanic/Latino

0.7

1.3

1.7

Multiracial & All Others

0.7

1.2

1.6

279.4 61.4

45.2

Population Size (x1000)
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APPENDIX 2

WHAT IS MARRIAGE?
A REFERENCE
GUIDE

For Asian Immigrant
Couples

This book is for those:
• 1. Who Want to Know About Marriage and How to Build a Strong and
Firm Marriage for Asian Immigrants
• 2. Who Are Preparing for a Better Marriage
• 3. Who Have Problems With Their Marriage and Do Not Know How to
Solve Them
• 4. Who Are Interested In and Get Involved With Marriage Education or
Counseling for Asian Immigrant Couples.

DJOHAN KUSNADI
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married in a culture that is so different from their own. Pastor Kusnadi addresses
this issue and much more with a passion for building marriages as God intends;
marriages that seek to bring glory to God, blessing to the couple, blessing
to others around them, and also the raising up of a new generation that will love
and serve the LORD. Pastor Kusnadi discusses many practical ideas and
suggestions for couples, including the topic of inappropriate reasons to get
married followed by the appropriate reasons to do so. He even lays out
some important financial issues to consider in getting married, and offers helpful
advice to couples. As a tool for his target audience this book will give immigrant
couples much to consider, discuss and implement in their journey towards
marriage, and I recommend it highly.
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PREFACE

There are thousands of books about marriage but it is still rare to find marriage
books for Asian immigrant couples. Besides that, the Asian immigrant population seems
to increase rapidly. Demographers predict that by the year 2020, almost 20% of all Asian
Americans will be multiracial and that figure will climb to 36% by the year 2050.1
In the United States, the number of divorced families has grown rapidly. It is
around 50% of marriages failed and resulted in filing for divorce.2 It is hard to believe
that only half of today’s marriages can keep the commitment they vowed to each other at
their wedding, stating, ”Until death us do part.” Divorce and separations happen with
Asian immigrant couples too. The statistic that was made in 2007 was around 18%;
however the rate was still increasing.3 This number is huge as well as unhealthy for future
generations.
When I first began work on this project I was confident that I had a sound and
biblical concept, developing a resource that could complement those that were already
available. I have since encountered some studies that question whether or not premarital
education programs really work. Even so, premarital preparation and marital enrichment
programs have a long and very practical track record. I believe that there is far more to be
gained by developing and offering such resources than by doing nothing simply because
the results are difficult to quantify with certainty. There are very many marriage and
premarital resources available for English-speaking, western audiences. I am convinced
that developing similar resources for an Asian-immigrant audience meets a real and
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growing need. My own experience in pastoral ministry and in counseling ministry affirms
this.
I praise God and give thanks to Him, who gives me strength, health and wisdom
to write. Without Him, I surely could not finish this project. I would like to thank
Virginia Tackett who helped me edit the writing, to Dan Larson who helps me in graphic
diagrams. And, especially, thanks to Susan, my wife who supports, prays, and
encourages me from beginning to end.
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1. WHAT IS MARRIAGE?
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“Marriage” is a beautiful word and concept for many people, one that causes them
to dream about it and to want it as part of their lives. On the other hand, it is a sad and
frightening word for some people who are traumatized from their bad experiences.
Moreover, because of that, they refuse to marry at all or to re-marry after a marriage
failure. Some choose cohabitation (without marriage) as an alternative. One impact of
living together without marriage is that some of their children will choose to live a single
life and others will choose a life with their partner without marriage. They believe they
do not need marriage, considering it a symbol of legalism, because of their view that
marriage is not something good or wonderful. Others do not want to marry because it
takes a lot of preparation, time and money. Because of these difficulties, many choose to
live together but not get married. Indonesian culture does have an expectation to marry
and commit. I write this text with these marriages in mind. It is my hope that you will
find encouraging words of support to help build a stronger relationship with your spouse
and ultimately within your family.

The definition of marriage
Marriage is a common word in society but can be a complicated thing in which to
participate. Many of us who are married still wonder, “What Is Marriage?” There are
many definitions of marriage. The Columbia Encyclopedia describes marriage as,
“Socially sanctioned union that reproduces the family.”4 The well-respected
Encyclopedia Britannica elaborates:
Marriage: a legally and socially sanctioned union, usually between a man and a woman,
that is regulated by laws, rules, customs, beliefs, and attitudes that prescribe the rights
and duties of the partners and accords status to their offspring (if any). The universality of
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marriage within different societies and cultures is attributed to the many basic social and
personal functions for which it provides structure, such as sexual gratification and
regulation, division of labour between the sexes, economic production and
consumption, and satisfaction of personal needs for affection, status, and companionship.
Perhaps its strongest function concerns procreation, the care of children and their
education and socialization, and regulation of lines of descent. Through the ages,
marriages have taken a great number of forms.5
The popular and commonly-used online encyclopedia, “Wikipedia,” defines
marriage this way:
Marriage (or wedlock) is a social union or legal contract between people that creates
kinship. The definition of marriage varies according to different cultures, but is usually
an institution in which interpersonal relationships, usually intimate and sexual, are
acknowledged. Such a union, often formalized via a wedding ceremony, may also be
called matrimony. Many cultures limit marriage to two persons of the opposite sex, but
some allow forms of polygamous marriage, and some recognize same-sex marriage.6
From these general and secular definitions, one can claim that marriage is the act
of changing one’s status from being single to being permanently united with a mate. In
many cultures and traditions they change the last name of the spouse according to the
husband’s last name. Marriage also changes lifestyles and life concepts from focusing on
self to togetherness and changing financial expenses from single to double (and more
when children come). Last but not the least, it will hopefully change one’s character to be
more mature, have more wisdom or allow more emotional control. Unfortunately, not
many people realize that can happen. They may know a little about the union of two
persons, but they don’t know well what is the definition of marriage. It is sometimes
difficult to come to a good and right definition of marriage.
Some persons can give a “liberal” definition which based on the marriage itself
and their determination of self-rule. They agree that marriage must essentially be based
on love. A liberal/secular definition says that people can marry the person with whom
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they fall in love. Thus, they also believe they can marry a person of the same sex in the
name of love; and in the name of love, they can even be polygamous (have more than one
spouse).
Others can give the moderate point of view, which is more pragmatic. They agree
that marriage is to be with only one person of the opposite gender, but is primarily for
“love” and is based mainly on meeting the practical and sexual needs of both partners.
Others, such as myself, choose the conservative definition. Conservatives agree with the
liberals that marriages must be based on love but that love is not the ONLY foundation
on which a strong and firm marriage can be built. The Conservative and biblically-based
view disagrees that marriage can be with the same gender/ sex. People need to ask:
“What does love mean?” There is a big difference between love and lust. Lust is only
one part of love and is only interested in the body (i.e. sexual intercourse). Lust does not
understand about faithfulness to the spouse, or intimacy that is trying to match that of the
spouse. Actually the real love needs all those ingredients plus spiritually of body and
soul.
Marriage is something holy, precious, and wonderful. It is a union of a man and a
woman legally in institution - not just a contract- and it is for life. However, it seems that
not many people realized that and prepared well for it. They just get married in the name
of “love” without having enough meaningful concept of marriage. Many societies have
seen the impact of that kind of careless marriage. The married couple have the potential
to build an easily cracked marriage, one full of pain inflicted on one another. Those bad
things not only happen to themselves but also prove a negative influence on their children
and even their community.
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Marriage is like persons who just bought a new car at the highest cost they could
find. In my personal experience, it includes preparing a place for us to live together, the
dowry, wedding rings, the restaurant for our wedding, and many others.
I love that car very much because I had invested a lot of money to get that
beautiful and comfortable vehicle. Can you imagine what will happen with that luxurious
car if the husband tries to drive that car with his wife sitting next to him, while he himself
hasn’t had driving lessons nor is familiar with the operation of the vehicle?
We can predict that they won’t get comfortable with their new car. They will be
easily disappointed, sad, and angry with each other. Moreover, the car will become a
danger to them and other persons around it; it could potentially be easily damaged,
injuring and/ or even killing the persons in the car or others. The sacrifices that they had
to make to get that beautiful car would be negated by not getting best result but instead
getting the worst, all from not knowing the car well enough and not properly driving it.
Knowing about the car is the material in premarital counseling and the driving
lesson is a premarital counseling class. If the person and the spouse join that class, the
counselor who teaches that class can analyze and gives feed back as to whether or not
they are ready for marriage.
The main purpose of premarital counseling classes is to help couples have a safe,
positive, and successful relationship. The premarital preparations do not guarantee that
the couple will not have “accidents,” but it will greatly help reduce the dangerous things
that can damage this new family relationship. All the sacrifices from both persons will
ensure the best results, and the couple in the car will get the optimal harmony and
happiness throughout their long life.
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So, what is marriage? We have considered several definitions already; and I
believe each person must have his/her own definitions. However, too many people may
never think about it at all. Some say that marriage is the union of two lovers that build
their relationship into a serious and legitimate one. Another can say that marriage is a
chance to do sexual intercourse without guilt—and this definition is generally accepted
and even expected in the community.
Others have said,”Marriage is the task of humans to be fruitful and increase in
number, to fill the earth and subdue it” (Gen 1:26). Some may say, “Marriage is the
legitimate way to get kids and grand kids.” And you may have your own opinions.
For me all the answers are good but not all can build a genuinely strong and firm
marriage. That is why I need to emphasis that marriage must have the reason. Now that I
have described a working definition of marriage, it’s helpful to discuss some reasons for
marriage.

The reasons for marriage
A couple considering marriage ought to have a reason and a purpose for their
plans. It is not enough for a couple simply to feel like they are “in love.” There are many
reasons for people to marry. Some have inappropriate reasons but others have an
appropriate one. The inappropriate reasons are for example:

Sexual Satisfaction
Sexual fulfilment can be the reason for someone to fall in ‘love,’ date, and marry.
The main purpose for these people to get married is to be able to have safe sex with their
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partner who is the person’s lover. Some couples may get pregnant and decide they need
to legalize their relationship only for the baby and because they need to try to keep a
good reputation for themselves and their family’s name. Unfortunately, couples may
decide to get married because of the pregnancy even though they never have a chance to
establish a healthy friendship first.

Leave family problems behind
Many children are raised in a dysfunctional family wherein the parents cannot
function as a good father or as a good mother. Moreover, they like to quarrel or even hurt
each other. They are bad role models. The unhealthy or bad relationships within their
own family makes the children hurt and feel hopeless. This impact makes the children
want to run away from their broken home family as soon as possible. That is one reason
why the children want to force themselves to quickly find a partner, live together, and if it
is possible immediately marry, even though some of them are too young to get married or
to get pregnant. Another reason is that they want and need new shelter and a better
family life. They never thought through whether or not their lives would become better
or worse after marriage.
Fiscally motivated.
Married life is like riding a taxi. Whether it is a single or double passenger, the
fare (i.e., payment) is always the same. If two people ride together, they can share the
bill—the kind of principle some use in marriage. Some people want to marry only
because it is more efficient and more comfortable to share expenses in their relationship
with their roommate or partner. Moreover if they have children, the government will
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support each child, enabling them to get more income. Admittedly, some young people
want to get married as soon as possible to lighten their parents’ financial burden. They
believe that by marrying and having more babies, they will get more government money
and can actually help their parents.

Leaving single life behind
Some young teenagers, who get ambition or goal in their life, never get afraid
with their single status and even they like that to make it easy to grasp the ambition.
However, others do not like with their single status. They feel more comfortable if they
have a partner and they feel proud if they can soon get married. On the other hand, they
do not feel so comfortable if the intended spouse gets pregnant without the legal status of
marriage. After marriage, it is normal for them to really like and be proud of their new
status as “Mr. and Mrs.” because they then feel that people around them will begin to
treat them as adults.

To cover the embarassment because of the age
Many Asian teenagers get married before age seventeen. Especially, those who
live in a small village, they have their customs to get married after or before they are
fifteen years or graduate from middle school. That’s why still being single after
graduation from high school makes some young adults feel embarrassed and depressed.
That is one reason they believe that before they graduate, they even need to find a partner
for their wedding. It is possible that they even believe not having a partner will make
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others perceive them to be incapable of giving or receiving love, if they could not even
get a date for their age.

To fulfill the parents ambition.
There are certain parents in Asian cultures who want their children to marry the
person they like or have chosen. Even when the child is still a teenager, they encourage
that teen to marry at a young age because they really want to have grandchildren soon.
They like to say that they feel lonely and they do not want to pass away without holding a
grandchild. Or they may try to motivate them to marry at that age. That motivation
challenges the teen to find a partner and get married to the person the parents want, even
though the child/ teenager does not love that person. The child just wants to please the
parents and will follow through with the marriage, in the hope that the love will come
after they get married.

To be responsible because of pregnancy
Some couples get married because of pregnancy. The girl’s parents force the boy
into marriage and threaten to sue, if the boy refuses. Her parents do not want the baby to
be born out of wedlock. An out-of-wedlock child would damage the reputation of the
parents and the couples involved. The best solution as far as the parents are concerned is
for them is to get married as soon as possible before the baby is born. The boy must
follow through with the marriage because he does not want the accusation of being
irresponsible for his actions—even though he is actually not ready for marriage.
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To pay parents debts
In certain areas in Asia for example and certain small villages in Indonesia,
villagers sometimes give away their daughters to pay their debts. They do this because
they cannot pay the debts which have high interest rates and because the debtors have
asked the parents to surrender their daughter to complete (satisfy) the debt. The girl may
be only twelve years old and still at elementary school and the debtors may actually be
the same age as her grandfather. She is forced to marry. Also she wants to show her
respect and honor to her parents. Because of that, she is ready to sacrifice her life and her
future just only to protect her family’s good name. She undoubtedly realized that it is
hard, if not impossible, to love the man as her husband because of his bad behavior and
manner. However, she still wants to follow what she believes to be her destiny.

Get pity
Some girls cannot refuse their boyfriend’s hand in marriage, because they believe
he sacrificed everything to get her. So, because of wanting to save one life and feeling
pity, she accepts his proposal. She hopes that even though her feeling began with pity,
they will change and she will try to gradually fall in love with him.
As a Christian, marriage is the most precious thing that can happen to us; and it is
to be only once for a whole lifetime. We do not want to take the easy way, trying out
marriage as some experiment that ends even in divorce, even in bad condition. That’s
why as a Christian, we should have the clear and appropriate reasons to get married such
as:
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Sharing the same faith or vision.
As a couple they should know whether they have the same faith as the other. The
same faith does not mean having the same religion. It is because many people claim that
they are Christian but they do not have relationship with Jesus Christ. They never go to
church, read the Bible or pray. On the other hand many people from countries where
Christianity is not dominant do believe in Jesus Christ as Savior and as their Lord.
However, their identity cards may state that they are not Christian. These people have the
same faith although they have different religion. The –“same faith” means having
intimacy with Jesus Christ as Savior and as Lord. Both of them realize that God created
them to do His special will and, being married is one way to be a part of a positive and
loving relationship. Marriage is a way to grow deeper in a Spiritual life. After getting
married, the intimacy with God becomes deeper and deeper giving them a vision of how
God wants us to live according to His special purpose during this lifetime. The general
vision is we need to be the salt and the light through our family, neighborhood,
community in the church, and through our nation.

Adulthood and Maturity
Adulthood is a better time to get married because both adults have had
experiences that can prepare them for a healthy relationship. Adults may have had time to
understand what they want in a relationship and how to be a better partner. The maturity
necessary for a healthy relationship comes with partners willing to be honest, open and
loving.
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Genuine Love
Genuine love is one of the most basic principles to building a strong and firm
marriage. Falling in genuine love comes from the heart after praying and getting to know
the person who may be the right partner. This love must come from the Lord and grow
during the process of friendship. This love is driven not from lust but from a spirit to
protect and to keep holy. Genuine love is from the Lord and by faith and love of Jesus
Christ. This connection grows more and more the couple become closer friends.

To glorify Jesus Christ by having a holy wedding.
The best reason or purpose for two people to get married is to glorify Jesus
Christ. As humans created by God, we have to do His plan and His will. God wants us to
find genuine love and build healthy marriages. A way to begin this process is to have a
holy wedding to glorify His name. “Holy” wedding means that we live in holiness before
marriage. We should refrain from sexual intercourse before marriage, maintain genuine
love for each other, prepare the holy wedding ceremony and obey His commandments
according to the Bible as the couple becomes husband and wife.

To build blessed family through the community
This is the main reason for marriage. Christian families want to build a blessed
family to help build and bless the surrounding Church community. Positive relationships
help build stronger neighborhoods and content and loving children. Raising healthy
children starts with a happy couple who show how the family belongs to a strong
community that supports them. Raising children to love and show love is what God has
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called us to do. It is crucial that parents show their children how to be a part of a healthy
and happy home by listening to our children and giving them our time and love. This is
not a choice but a must for every parent. This never comes instantly but needs time and
perseverance.
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Discussion Questions
What is marriage according to you? Why do you give that definition?
What was your reason to get married? Why?
Do you agree as a Christian we should have that kind of reason? Why?
How do you see your influence on your children? Can this be affected by building
a strong relationship with your spouse?
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2. ASIAN IMMIGRANT CULTURES
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Uniqueness of Asian Immigrant Cultures

Asian immigrant culture is unique compared to American or Western cultures.
Asian immigrant cultures were rooted in Asian traditional conservatism, which
immigrants integrated with American cultures. And of course this will make cultural
conflict especially in Asian immigrant marriage.
For example: the position of parents is above husband and wife. So each couple
has to obey what the parents said more than what their spouse says. This kind of word
view will create a high conflict in marriage. Besides that this is not according to the Bible
principles.
For Asian Indian families, despite the intersecting influences of caste, region and
religion, predictable intergenerational conflicts emerge among family members.
Relationships within and across generations are influenced by beliefs in caste and karma.
These beliefs are pervasive despite the diversity among Asian Indians in the “old
country” and in the United States.1 However, the way in which these beliefs affect
assimilation to Western society is influenced by the level of education and acculturation.2
For example, an educated family living in the USA for ten to twenty years will adapt to
Western values around education and socialization for their children. They frequently,
however, revert back to Indian values as one of their adult children prepares for
marriage.3
Hindu culture portrays women in paradoxical positions. Women are sacred in the
afterlife, yet they are devalued in present life.4 Although men share power with women in
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the scriptures, in present life the patriarchal family system exerts much social and
economic power over women and children.5 With its concepts of “purity” and
“pollution,” the caste system shapes both intra-generational and intergenerational
relationships.6
The positions of wives for Asian people are always under husbands’ authority.
The majority of husbands always feel superior and the wives inferior. However in US, a
more equal relationship between husbands and wives is not uncommon. Even sometimes
wife can be more superior to her husband. This kind of culture certainly will shock Asian
marriage couples. Moreover if the husband slaps or beats his wife, the wife still keeps
silence and just surrenders her life as her destiny. While this also occurs with
western/American wives it is also more common for them to resist. They will frequently
call 911 or police and finally the husband will get caught.
For Chinese immigrant families, family concept is still rooted from the Asian
Chinese background, such as honoring father and mother being the absolute principle and
the parents have an even higher position than the spouses. Respect for parents and clan
elders has been a cornerstone of Chinese culture for thousands of years, part of a defining
social contract in which parents cared for their children while they were young and
children supported their parents in their dotage.7 Moreover, sometimes, this ‘absolute’
principle became a cross-cultural problem in marriage.

For example:
An Anglo male tells the story, on his blog, of his experience with crosscultural marriage issues with his wife, who is Chinese. The husband has been having
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some ongoing issues with his wife that, unfortunately, are not going away. They involve
the children.
First, he has been hoping to have a second child; but it seems his wife is not
receptive to this. She is of the view that another child will get in the way of her career.
Although this may be true, the husband just doesn't think one child is optimal, and that it
is actually not fair to their first-born either. He keeps telling his wife that there is no onechild-policy in Australia, but she simply won't budge. At the end of the day, he has to
respect her wishes, but what she told him the other day really upset him.
By way of explaining why she didn't want another child, his wife told him that
she asked her mother whether she should have another child, and then her sister in China
whether she should have one. They both told her that it is too expensive to have another
child and for her to refuse his requests. The husband became very upset by this
revelation, because he believed his wife should be discussing these matters only with
him, not with her mother and her sister.
Second, it seems that important decisions about his family are being made by an
elderly woman, whose view of the world is of a by-gone era, and by a woman who lives
in China, who is only allowed to have one child.8

The Burden of Womanhood: Third World, Second Class
The following is a story from The Washington Post:
When Rani returned home from the hospital cradling her newborn daughter, the
men in the family slipped out of her mud hut while she and her mother-in-law
mashed poisonous oleander seeds into a dollop of oil and forced it down the
infant's throat. As soon as darkness fell, Rani crept into a nearby field and buried
her baby girl in a shallow, unmarked grave next to a small stream.9
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‘I never felt any sorrow,’ Rani, a farm laborer with a weather-beaten face, said
through an interpreter. ‘There was a lot of bitterness in my heart toward the baby
because the gods should have given me a son.’10
Each year hundreds and perhaps thousands of newborn girls in India are murdered
by their mothers simply because they are female. Some women believe that sacrificing a
daughter guarantees a son in the next pregnancy. In other cases, the family cannot afford
the dowry that would eventually be demanded for a girl's marriage. Moreover, for many
mothers, sentencing a daughter to death is better than condemning her to life as a woman
in the Third World, with cradle-to-grave discrimination, poverty, sickness and
drudgery.”11
In a culture that idolizes sons and dreads the birth of a daughter, to be born female
comes perilously close to being born less than human,’ the Indian government conceded
in a recent report by its Department of Women and Child Development. 12
While women in the United States and Europe often measure sex discrimination
by pay scales and seats in corporate boardrooms, women in the Third World gauge
discrimination by mortality rates and poverty levels. 13
“Women are the most exploited among the oppressed,” said Karuna Chanana
Ahmed, a New Delhi anthropologist. “I don't think it's even possible to eradicate
discrimination, it's so deeply ingrained.”14
From South America to South Asia, women are often subjected to a lifetime of
discrimination with little or no hope of relief. As children, they are fed less, denied
education and refused hospitalization. As teen-agers, many are forced into marriage,
sometimes bought and sold for prostitution and slave labor. As wives and mothers, they
are treated little better than farmhands and baby machines. Should they outlive their
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husbands, they frequently are denied inheritance, banished from their homes and forced
to live as beggars on the streets.15
While the forms of discrimination vary tremendously among regions, ethnic
groups and age levels in the developing world, Shahla Zia, an attorney and women's
activist in Islamabad, Pakistan, said there is a unifying theme: ‘Overall, there is a social
and cultural attitude where women are inferior -- and discrimination tends to start at
birth.’16
A woman's greatest challenge is an elemental one: simply surviving through a
normal life cycle. In South Asia and China, the perils begin at birth, with the threat of
infanticide. Like many rural Indian women, Rani (referred to above) believed that killing
her infant daughter would guarantee that her next baby would be a boy. Instead, she had
another daughter.17
‘I wanted to kill this child also,’ she said, brushing strands of hair from the face of
the 2-year-old girl she named Asha, or Hope. ‘But my husband got scared because
all these social workers came and said, `Give us the child.'’ Ultimately, Rani was
allowed to keep her.18
She paused. ‘Now I have killed, and I still haven't had any sons.’ Amravati, who
lives in a village near Rani in the Indian state of Tamil Nadu, said she killed two
of her own day-old daughters by pouring scalding chicken soup down their
throats, one of the most widely practiced methods of infanticide in southern India.
She showed where she buried their bodies -- under piles of cow dung in the tiny
courtyard of her home.19
‘My mother-in-law and father-in-law are bedridden,’ said Amravati, who has two
living daughters. ‘I have no land and no salary, and my husband met with an
accident and can't work. Of course, it was the right decision. I need a boy. Even
though I have to buy clothes and food for a son, he will grow on his own and take
care of himself. I don't have to buy him jewelry or give him a 10,000-rupee
($350) dowry.’20
Sociologists and government officials began documenting sporadic examples of
female infanticide in India about 10 years ago. The practice of killing newborn girls is
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largely a rural phenomenon in India; although its extent has not been documented, one
indication came in a survey by the Community Services Guild of Madras, a city in Tamil
Nadu.21 Of the 1,250 women questioned, the survey concluded that more than half had
killed baby daughters.22
From these stories from India and other Asian countries we see examples
illustrating that it is common for women’s status to rank much lower than men.
Especially in India, the woman’s family also has duty to prepare dowry for her husband,
adding to the financial burden of raising daughters.

Sex-selective Abortion
In urban areas, easier access to modern medical technology enables women to
make decisions and act before birth. Through amniocentesis, women can learn the sex of
a fetus and undergo sex-selective abortions. At one clinic in Bombay, of 8,000 abortions
performed after amniocentesis, 7,999 were of female fetuses, according to a recent report
by the Indian government.23
Female infanticide and sex-selective abortion are not unique to India. Social
workers in other South Asian states believe that some communities also condone the
practice. The root problems, according to village women, sociologists and other experts,
are cultural and economic. In India, a young woman is regarded as a temporary member
of her natural family and a drain on its wealth. Her parents are considered caretakers
whose main responsibility is to deliver a chaste daughter, along with a sizable dowry, to
her husband's family.24
‘They say bringing up a girl is like watering a neighbor's plant,' said R.
Venkatachalam, director of the Community Services Guild of Madras. ‘From
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birth to death, the expenditure is there. The dowry,’ he said, ‘often wipes out a
family's life savings but is necessary to arrange a proper marriage and maintain
the honor of the bride's family.’ After giving birth to a daughter, village women
immediately start thinking, ‘Do we have the money to support her through life?'
and if they don't, they kill her,’'' according to Vasanthai, 20, the mother of an
18-month-old girl and a resident of the village where Rani lives. ‘You definitely
do it after two or three daughters. Why would you want more?’25
Few activists or government officials in India see female infanticide as a law-andorder issue, viewing it instead as a social problem that should be eradicated through
better education, family planning and job programs. Police officials say few cases are
reported and witnesses seldom cooperate.
‘There are more pressing issues,’ said a Madras police official. `Very few cases
come to our attention. Very few people care.’ Surviving childbirth is itself an
achievement in South Asia for both mother and baby. One of every 18 women dies of a
pregnancy-related cause, and more than one of every 10 babies dies during delivery.
For female children, the survival odds are even worse. Almost one in every five
girls born in Nepal and Bangladesh dies before age 5. In India, about one-fourth of the 12
million girls born each year die by age 15. The high death rates are not coincidental.
Across the developing world, female children are fed less, pulled out of school earlier,
forced into hard labor sooner and given less medical care than boys.
All of these examples illustrate the fact that various Asian cultures often have a
lower view of women in the family hierarchy. This contributes to male-dominated
relationships where the wife is often treated as second-class by her husband—at best—
and a worst is even subject to abuse. All of this is against God’s design for a strong and
firm marriage relationship. Asian-immigrant couples need to envision a fresh and more
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positive way of viewing the marriage relationship, one that is based on love and respect,
not just on male dominance and female submission.
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Discussion Questions

As Asian immigrants in the US, how should they adapt to a different culture from
their own country? Does it work effectively?

What is wrong in the woman’s concept in Asian culture? What is the right
concept according to you?

What is the wrong concept of the Western tradition of marriage or family? What
is the right one?
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3. HEALTHY MARITAL FUNCTIONING
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Each marriage functions differently. If a marriage functions poorly then it is an
unhealthy marriage. Asian immigrant couples who want a healthy relationship should
consider their marriage in order to realize how important marriage is. The level of
functioning can also be a tool to measure whether or not the marriage is healthy enough.
This is a very important thing, because without full functioning, the marriage will stay in
the same spot or just go around in a circle without any optimal results. At the worst, it
will make this marriage become poisonous for the spouses and for their community. This
can happen because many Asian Immigrants become bored with their own relationship
and with the results of being married. The impact is that they will have the potential of
making trouble with their neighbors such as quarreling, yelling or doing inappropriate
things in or in front of their house. That is one reason why every couple, or at least the
head of the family, should endeavor to keep their marriage always on the right track and
always going in the right way. To build a harmony life must be the track that every
couple should go. This is the purpose, the goal and the reason of marriage. And to make it
happen, they should have Ten Basic Principles to make it on the right way.

Healthy Marital Functioning

Helps couples do God’s Will
Constantly endeavoring to do God’s will makes everyone realize that, as a
human being created by God, we have to glorify Jesus Christ in all aspects of our lives (I
Peter 1:2) To do other than that purpose is a sin. If we enter into marriage, we do His will
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according to what He wants of humanity, as stated in Genesis 1:28. God wants us to be
fruitful and increase in number. This was the only statement of will that God gave to
humans before they fell into sin. God wants every human being to have marriage as the
only way to be fruitful and increase in number and wants all to be married, except for
those who have a special calling to live a celibate life or for those who do not have an
opportunity for marriage for some reason. We can do His will in marriage by:

Not Breaking What Jesus Commands In Sermon on The Mount (Mat 5-7)
The Lord God gave the Ten Commandments through the Bible in the Old
Testament and Jesus did reinterpretation of them again more deeply in Sermon on the
Mount. This law has been obeyed by not only Christians but also by Jews and Muslims.
The Ten Commandments must be obeyed, not only by Old Testament people, but also by
New Testament people. We cannot break the laws of the Ten Commandments because of
the conditions, traditions or the cultures that are so different now from the Bible culture.
The Christian marriage culture must be based upon the Bible. Jesus Christ has
commanded us to follow the Ten Commandments even in the smallest things (Mathew
5:17-19). By obeying these laws, we show our love for Him. And the summary of Ten
Commandments are to “love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul
and with all your mind and love your neighbor as yourself” (Mat 22:37-39).

Building a Healthy Marriage and Family
This is a necessity and applies to every married couple. To build a healthy
marriage and family Asian couples should follow the instructions for realizing what
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marriage is, knowing the culture of marriage, the function of marriage and learning how
to be strong in any disaster. Following these instructions will lead couples to build a
healthy, strong, and firm marriage and family.

Having a Mission Throughout Marriage
As Christians, we have a mission to make our community glorify Jesus Christ.
We should try to bring our neighbors to know and be known by Christ. We should also
influence an unhealthy atmosphere to be healthy. More than that, we should think of how
to make our environment become a blessed environment that attracts many non-believers
to come to Christ. This is the example of a mission that Christian families can do in their
own society.

The Key to Obtaining Blessings and Happiness
Many people ignore the blessings from God and choose to depend upon
themselves to make their marriages run smoothly. On the other hand, many Christians
search for blessings without trying to make their marriages function well. God has
promised to give blessings; it is our responsibility to make the blessings really pour out
upon our marriages by putting the marriage on the right track to be optimally functioning.
Blessings from God help make us grow and be fruitful, not only physically, but also in
soul and spirit. The Bible mentions many kinds of family blessings—if the marriage is
functioning well.
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In Psalm 128, it is said that blessings will be poured upon the family who has a
husband who fears the Lord and walks in obedience to the Lord. (NIV Translation) As a
result:
‘His wife will be like a fruitful vine within his house,’ meaning that his wife will
become so healthy in soul and spirit that it, as a matter of course, influences her
performance to be a beautiful and wonderful wife.
‘His children will be like olive shoots around his table’ (v. 3). This is because, as
a good wife, she will make her children grow to be as beautiful and wonderful as she is.
She has the power to make all her children be successful people.
The final blessing is: ‘…may he live to see his children’s children,’ (v 6) which
means that man cannot only live a long life, but also that he can live to see his next
generation and that it will live in peace. He actually gets chance to see his grandchildren
grow strong and live in peace.
This passage tells us that ‘good child/children is/are the result of a good mother;
and a good mother is the result of a good father.’ It means that the delinquent or the
wicked child comes from an irresponsible, or not-good, mother. This kind of mother is
the product of a not-good husband. The source of one family’s being good or bad is the
result of the actions of the husband or the father as the head of the family.

Psalm 112 shares again about the blessings of a husband who fears the Lord and
finds great delight in God’s commands. As a result, he will get nineteen blessings:
1. Their children will be mighty in the land.
2. The generation of the upright will be blessed.
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3. Wealth and riches are in their houses.
4.

Their righteousness endures forever.

5. Even in darkness light dawns for the upright, for those who are gracious and
compassionate and righteous.
6. Good will comes to those who are generous and lend freely, who conduct their
affairs with justice.
7.

Surely, the righteous will never be shaken.

8.

They will be remembered forever.

9.

They will have no fear of bad news.

10. Their hearts are steadfast, trusting in the Lord.
11. Their hearts are secure.
12. They will have no fear.
13. In the end they will look in triumph on their foes.
14. They have freely scattered their gifts to the poor.
15. Their righteousness endures forever.
16. Their horn will be lifted high in honor.
17. The wicked will see and be vexed.
18. They (the wicked) will gnash their teeth and waste away.
19. The longings of the wicked will come to nothing.

Finally, Psalm 127 makes us realize that the source of all blessing must be from
the Lord. Only God can give real and genuine blessings that affect eternally the whole
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life and family. The blessings will be poured upon those whom God loves. Our duty is to
be lovable children of God by trusting and obeying Him.
The Psalmist says that, as a father, his duty is to make a full quiver in his sons’
lives so that they will be like arrows in the hand of a warrior. This means that, like a
hunter who chases his prey by attacking it, not with one arrow, but continually with many
arrows, as a result, the hunter certainly gets his prey. As a father, he must equip his
children with all knowledge and wisdom so that their need can be met to grasp a bright
future—like arrows in the hand of a warrior—so, if they face difficulties or do not have
success in one point, they will still have many chances to grasp others. That is why
fathers should guide them to always walk on the right track and help them to reach their
bright futures.
Those things will come true if the father can give his precious time to his family
and create a healthy atmosphere in connecting one to another. The result of this process
will bring this family to create a healthy, strong and firm marriage.

To Maintain the Healthy Life of the Next Generation
Healthy children are the result of a healthy marriage, and a healthy marriage is the
result of each member of the family fulfilling his/her role on the right track, beginning
with the husband and wife or father and mother. Because of these conditions, the children
have the potential to build a healthy next generation. They will carry the same methods
and follow the same examples that the parents set on to their own families. As a result,
blessings and prosperity will flow continually from generation to generation.
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Discussion Questions
Do you agree with the concept of healthy marital functioning? Do you have other
concepts? Please give your own opinions.

Do you believe that people can still have well functioning marriages in this age?
Why?

Have you prepared for healthy marital functioning? How are you doing that?
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4. CHALLENGES THAT COUPLES FACE
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Marriage is the first and the only command of the Lord before humanity fell into
sin. Moreover, of the marriages that were undertaken, many of those were not in
harmony. Adam, Noah and Abraham had marriages that seemed not so harmonious - and
even full of pain. Marriage is like a couple who try to climb a beautiful mountain. Many
Asian Immigrants thought the mountain (marriage) had to be so wonderful and so full of
joy that it would give many benefits. They got those paradigms because of many
influences from multimedia infotainments and from friends. On the other hand, they have
biological needs to be satisfied and feel a need to be seen as perfect human beings. They
believe they can accomplish this by being married. However, when they climbed the
mountain, they found many stresses, hurts and hurdles to overcome because of having
many struggles and disasters. They found the benefits seemed not to be balanced with
what they had sacrificed. The higher they climbed, it seemed, the more disasters they
found.

A Broken Relationship (Divorce)
A broken relationship will happen after having many quarrels, debates, conflicts and
even fights with each other. The quality of tension moves from low, to middle, to high
and finally gets to the point of no return. At their worst, they find no way out of these
circumstances and the situation seems to worsen day-by-day, with the result that one of
them, or both, makes a decision to divorce.
One day there was a television program about two women who quarreled about
having a very big and fat man. Each one claimed that the man was her husband. Finally,
the presenter asked the man to choose between his real wife and his new girlfriend (the
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second woman who was claiming to be his wife.) The man chose the new girlfriend to be
his new wife. One can understand why he chose that woman over his own wife. It was
because the new girlfriend was younger, prettier and still ‘new.’
It makes us feel so sorry for all of them, looking at that reality of life where his
wife was crying and hugging her son; and her husband just left the stage with the new
girlfriend. For the time being, the man really believed he could find more happiness with
his girlfriend. However, after many years, when he began to get older and weaker, the
young woman would have the potential to despise him because her value (performance)
would be higher than that of the man and he would not be so productive any more, nor
able to satisfy her physically and materially. The man then has the potential of being left
alone, because he could be rejected by his current wife, his ex-wife and, possibly, his
own son. If it happens like this, the man’s life will be dishonorable, filled with loneliness
and despair.
The relationship between him and his second wife will have potentially changed
from productive to unproductive, from romance to bitterness and from unity into
disrespect and separation. These are but a few of the many reasons why broken
relationships happen. Finally how dishonorable is this man to his wife. And in God’s
eyes, this man did commit adultery and not fulfilled what Jesus taught on the sermon of
the Mountain (Mat 5-7).

An Immature Relationship
Poor communication is the first enemy of marriage. Immature communications
are those types of communications that have characteristics such as being full of high
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emotional tempers, uncontrolled bad forms of communication, use of many dirty words,
hyperboles or sarcasms. This enemy is caused by an immature personality, psychological
problems or being extremely narrow-minded. These immature forms of communication
will create an ineffective and unhealthy relationship. Finally, the aftermath of such
communication will be poisoning, eventually killing their true love. There are, of course,
many reasons why this happens.

Not Knowing Each Other’s Backgrounds Well Enough
They did not know each other’s backgrounds well enough. They just knew their
partner’s body as their basic need; and they knew so little about the physical lives and the
spiritual lives of themselves and their partner. They did not know well the chronology of
their spouse’s life, background, culture or customs, emotions, genuine character etc. This
is happened because they did not understand that they should know one another well,
especially their partner’s lifestyle and whether or not it is matched with their own style.
They should know whether they could fix their differences to make them more mature
and to look at the differences as a part of the whole to find integration and unity that will
make them richer in wisdom.
In China, excessive love between a husband and wife was seen as a threat to the
solidarity of the extended family. Parents could force a son to divorce his wife if her
behavior or work habits did not please them (the parents), whether or not he loved her.
They could also require him take a concubine if the wife did not produce a son. If a son’s
romantic attachment to his wife rivaled his parents’ claim on the couple’s time and labor,
the parents might even send her back to her parents.1 For Chinese people, a wife is only
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like a cloth that you choose and wear. If the cloth begins to tear, you should try to fix it;
but if it is too hard for it to be fixed, you must throw it away and find another new cloth.2
This is not the Bible’s principle of how things need to be fixed.
People like to say, “Like father, like son; like mother, like daughter.” For
instance, if the mother likes to be talkative, it is possible that her daughter will be the
same type. If you do not like to be with a talkative partner, you should think twice by
making sure whether she has the same gene as her mother. Another example is about a
boy who comes from a broken home where his dad likes to talk and behave in a
disgusting manner. Potentially, that boy could have the same gene for the bad language
and the same bad manners as his father. If a father likes to beat the son’s mother or the
son, the boy may then have the potential to do the same to his partner.
In Indonesia, they have bibit philosophy to decide whether someone will be
appropriate to be a spouse. Bibit means “the root” or “the family background.” A
potential spouse should know the partner’s family background very well, if he/she wants
him or her to be a spouse. That is because that culture believes that, if the father is not of
good character, the son has the potential to be like his father; and, if the mother is not a
good wife, her daughter has the potential to be the same. Couples must be aware of these
behaviors before choosing someone. People often believe what appears in front of them;
but sometimes it is not genuine. People do not see the facts or reality until they find the
sources (the parents.) Good parents will generally produce good children. The obvious
good character of the parents should be one reason to accept someone as a
partner/spouse.
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Not Knowing Much About the Differences Between a Man’s and a Woman’s World
They did not know much about the differences between a man’s and a woman’s
world. They did not know the way of their thinking and how their feelings are so much
different and even, sometimes, the opposite of one another. For men, generally, most of
them like to think only in the form of an outline or summary. They do not like matters to
be too detailed. Generally, they do well in strategic planning for the future; but many of
them like to talk less than women enjoy talking. Can you imagine that a particular
husband’s occupation is as a speaker or teacher who needs to talk much every day; so,
because of this profession, when he gets home, he does not have much desire to talk to
his own wife? For women, generally, they are more focused on details; they like short
planning, with many details and they enjoy talking about them. This is especially true if
she stays at home or is working at home rather than being out and in constant business
communication with others. A mother who stays at home will be so thirsty to talk or to
share her day with her husband when he arrives. Sometimes the wife forgets the
exhausted condition of her husband and that he needs rest and quiet for a while. On the
other hand, sometimes the husband forgets too to spare at least one hour a day for his
wife just to talk or share her feelings. As a result, they do not match, in either their
current conditions or feelings.
One example of this experience is an Asian immigrant couple who got into
serious trouble with their lack of communication. The husband was a teacher who taught
six classes every day; and she was a full-time homemaker, who took care of their home
and their baby (who is about one year in age.) Every time her husband came home, she
wanted to share her experiences about their baby, but her husband never seemed
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interested. He liked to hinder her conversation by reading the newspaper or watching
television. If she tried to be more aggressive in talking with him, by asking her husband
to turn his eyes to her, he liked to say, “Honey, I am so tired; just let me take a shower
first.” After taking a shower, her husband never left the bedroom and returned to her. She
finally found him snoring on the bed. She got very mad and, by yelling, woke him up. Of
course, her husband got upset and the quarreling and yelling started. Their baby started
crying; but they ignored it and continued to fight. This happened frequently, until her
husband said that he wanted to separate from her. Why did this situation happen? It was
because the husband did not have enough words to communicate with his wife. He had
talked too much in front of the class; and he did not have enough words to have
conversation with his wife. In addition, he was so tired that he needed to relax on his own
(he should have communicated this to her). The third reason, however, was that he forgot
that he should share his time, at least one hour every day, with his wife. He should care
about their baby and also take more interest in his life at home. His wife forgot that her
husband was coming home very tired, so she forced her unwilling husband to talk. She
should have realized that she could not have a lot of interesting communication about
their baby, so she could have found many healthy activities to try - like calling her friends
or trying to do some form of business from the house. She needed to find activities that
kept her busy, even if it was doing some cleaning or painting or cooking her husband’s
favorite food. Then, when her husband got home, they could have shared something new
and fresh that would support and make their relationship stronger.

Having Much Bitterness in Relationships with the Extended Family
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Some Asian Immigrant couples experienced much bitterness in relationships with
the extended family. The bitterness is caused from a conflict with one member of a
family that makes someone have the potential to get conflicts with others. The person
experiencing conflict has the potential to have many more conflicts with their own
partner because of his or her background, if those conflicts have not been resolved.
Predictably, high emotions or being weak in self-control causes conflict within their own
selves and with partners. The Bible talks about Cain as a man with conflict (Genesis 4).
He had an overload of love from his mother because he was the first child. In addition,
because of being the first child, he would inherit all his parents’ wealth. He had a
beautiful name given by his mother. That did not happen with Abel, his younger brother.
It seemed that the parents did not pay full attention to him. We can analyze that from the
meaning of Abel: a vapor or mist and Cain meaning: “with the help of the Lord, I have
brought forth a man.” This is quite a contrast in meaning. When Abel received honor
from the Lord because of his offering by faith and giving the best to the Lord, it made
Cain extremely jealous and very angry. Cain was always number one in the house, but he
did not get it from the Lord, which made Cain want to kill Abel out of bitterness, both
because of not being number one and feeling rejected by his Lord. That kind of character
needed to be restored by God. Such a person’s personality must be restored. Otherwise, it
will create big problems in family life and even their next generations.

Unhealthy Dating
Unhealthy dating is an instant dating in which there is more focus on sexual
fulfillment than on knowing each other’s backgrounds, emotions, characters and spiritual
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lives. It takes only short times for them to do making love before marriage. Many Asian
men get attracted to a girl because of her physical beauty or clothes and they ignore many
things, such as her family background, her character, her hobbies etc. – and vice-versa for
the women who get interested in a man who is has good performance, good muscles and
is oh, so polite. They never try to know deeper about his reputation, whether or not he has
a criminal record, his day-to-day behavior etc. This kind of dating is filled with lust and is
poor in building relationships and unity. The impact is, as an Englishman said, “Easy
come; easy go.” After having several sexual encounters, without ever getting to know one
another, they will have the potential of facing many conflicts because the foundation is
not strong enough by not knowing each other’s general conditions, backgrounds, customs
or traditions. They will have a high potential to separate. That is another reason why it is
so important to build steps before marriage. Building a strong and firm marriage must be
based on those initial steps (those steps will be addressed in the next chapter).

The Economy
Can you imagine what will happen to a family if the parents, as the source of
income, lose their jobs? I thought the family had got potential to experience a big
problem upon its life. Although the government may still give help, such as from the
Food Stamp Program, the time for that help is limited. In addition, they have to go
through many procedures. What will happen if the family lives in a country that does not
have that kind of program or government support? What a big problem that will cause to
happen to their married life!
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It is so foolish for young couples to try to date without having a good and
permanent job. It is narrow-minded if they think that their parents or relatives can (or
will) support them. That kind of foolishness is like just waiting for the big problem to
come to their sweet dating. How many married people broke up their relationships or got
divorced because the economy is not balanced or stable? This happens especially if the
husband is too lazy to work, or he lost his job or had to take a lower income from the year
before. The husband is the head of the family where he must be responsible for his
household; and his wife is a partner who helps or supports him if he gets into trouble. A
problem arises if the husband never prepares well or never tries harder to maintain his
family. If this happens, the spouse, as his wife, then must support him—sometimes for
years. She finds that her husband never has tried hard to find a better job or work harder;
and, on the other hand, the expenses always move higher each year. All the insurance,
food and gas prices always increase and never stop to stabilize. We cannot say that the
government will give food stamps to the low-income people. How long will the
government provide that money? And it is embarrassing to both the husband and wife, if
they always depend on that money without working hard.

Sexual Relationships
Following is an illustration of a sexual relationship. It is about two people who
want to eat their most favorite foods. The first one chooses a medium, grilled beefsteak as
his most favorite and the other chooses a Starbuck’s© coffee. Every time they have to
choose, they choose their own favorite food. After enjoying those favorite foods (or
drinks) five-hundred times, for instance, the one who chose the beefsteak gets potential to
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get bored with steak–especially beef. He begins to reject it and even tries to choose
another menu. However, the one who chose the coffee began to become addicted. What
began as one cup a day became two—or even more—each day.
This can happen in a sexual relationship. After being married and having sexual
intercourse multiple times, one can get bored and begin to reject having sex with the
same partner. Some husbands begin to have fantasies of being with a new girl, but other
husbands get more addicted to their own wives and begin falling even more in love with
her. The other one, whose behavior is like beefsteak, begins to have bad manners and
tries to hinder intimacy with his wife. He likes to use sarcastic or even hurtful words to
push his wife away from him; and, as a result, they will break their relationship.

Failure to Forgive
There are certain types of women who do not easily forgive. This is because they
have a philosophy that they did not want to hurt anybody and they do not want to be hurt.
They are ready to live without a luxurious life with their husbands; but they never get
ready to find their husband with other women or discover that he has been with other
women. In the case of this woman, because the unfaithfulness of the husband ruined her
true love for him, she found herself just being seen as trash in her husband’s eye. She
cannot accept this reality; and these circumstances can finally make her take steps toward
divorce before she ruins herself. She has the philosophy that marriage is one-time only in
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her whole life and nothing should separate her marriage except death. Finding the
unfaithful husband made her realize that she had fallen in love with the wrong man; and
now she believes it is a mistake to really fall in love and give true love to any man.
What about the husband’s reaction? The husband seemed even less willing to
forgive than the woman was. That occurred because many Asian immigrant husbands
believe that women actually just have a faithful character. Therefore, they believe it is
hard for a wife to be unfaithful at all unless her husband really hurt her feelings.
However, very bad communication, suffering and hurting can make a wife unfaithful to
her husband. She might also be unfaithful if the husband had changed a lot from what he
was like when she first knew him. When they first met, the husband was so romantic, so
gentle, perhaps so rich, and so patient, but eventually everything changed. She finally
realizes that she cannot accept these differences. As a result, she may become unfaithful
to her husband. A husband finds it very hard to forgive this kind of betrayal and most will
choose to separate.

Children
Children sometimes become the source of debate, conflict, quarrels and fights.
Having no children can be a problem for the marriage, too because the Asian immigrant
couple may feel something is missing and feel loneliness in their marriage. On the other
hand, having children can generate more conflict because of different perspectives on
how to feed, clothe, teach and guide the children. They can quarrel, too, about how many
children they need or would like to have. Sometimes they do not agree on when they
want to get a second or third child. What happens if the first and the second are boys or
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vice versa? Do they need to have the third and the fourth etc.? What happens if the
children are not healthy enough? What if the children do not have a good education or get
good guidance from the home that causes them to become troublemakers at school or
even juvenile delinquents? And, how many families get divorced because of their
children’s problems that become the source of disharmony in the family?

Death
Death is a scary thing that can happen in marriage. It can happen naturally,
because of sickness or other health conditions. Moreover, it can happen unnaturally
because of accidents, murders or suicides. Death can tear the happiness of the marriage,
especially if it suddenly happens to the loved one. It will be so hard to release forgiveness
and to forget the hurt, if it happened unnaturally - especially if it was murder.
Many people are not strong enough during periods of grief because of having no
preparation. Some people who are facing death are not ready for this final farewell, too,
because so many schedules or plans had not yet been made. Moreover, there is the fact
they had to be separated early.
Death is the most powerful disaster that can ruin one’s life or family. This is
especially true for families who do not have any assets or insurance to support them at
such a time. Disaster commonly comes because the death was an accident, murder or
there was an unforeseen physical issue. The impact on the family causes an imbalance
because of the new status of having a single parent who needs to work harder to provide
income and fulfill the role of the missing parent. The children have the potential of not
having enough attention and not getting enough comfort during periods of grief. This is
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primarily caused because of the busier schedule of their now-single parent and perhaps a
family condition that constitutes a lack of close relatives.

The Unpredictability of Life
Psalm 90 tells us that our days may come to seventy years, or eighty, if our
strength endures; yet the best of them are but trouble and sorrow. If we are strong
enough, we can live more than 80 years. Most of us in the US can live more than 80 and
some even more than 90 years. However, at least some of our beloveds have passed away
at a very young age. If our age had been more than 40 when we lost a spouse, it means
we are in the second round—like in a soccer match. We may be finished after second
round, although some can still play after the sudden-death result. However, it is for only a
lesser time for the second round game; and, finally, all of us will die. Death can come
suddenly without any preparation, such as getting in a severe accident, having a heart
attack or stroke with no one beside us to help or by being murdered. How about the
family that had to survive the rest of their lives without enough income, if they, the
government or the church cannot fully support them? How can the surviving member of
the family get rid of his/her loneliness if not many people care about them?
Maintaining and keeping good healthy conditions by taking care of every meal’s
preparation and keeping safe at work are the best solutions to hinder the worst things that
will come to our health. Creating a good and healthy atmosphere in a family is also
necessary to hinder depression in any member of the family and to create a strong and
firm marriage. Depression in a family cannot only create a broken home but can also be
the first recourse for disease to attack the immune system of the body.
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Failure to prepare for this step will lead the family to become unstable and not
properly functioning, resulting in the family being broken because of income problems
and lack of care and love from the now-single parent. This is caused so many times by
the need to increase hours away from home to get more money to sustain the family. If
the single parent has a plan to remarry, he or she needs to consult and ask the opinions of
the children, or the children may rebel and become delinquent. Children from broken
homes often have bad attitudes or become wild.

How to Survive in Periods of Grief
The worst period of grief is the first month after the beloved one passes away. The
family will be so shocked and so grief-stricken because of not being ready for this
farewell and be unable to fully accept the death and that the one is no longer there to be
loved in the family. The whole family really needs shoulders to cry on and support to
pass through this extreme period of grief.
The community is really needed to raise them up to help them float on this stormy
sea. Their presence and support in that time is the best healer for their friends’ grief.
Their pastor, relatives, church members and their neighbors are the important
components to make them strong.
The now-single parent should give more quality hours to the children so that they
can feel the real love and care from their remaining parent to help substitute for their
missed love one and missed care from the late parent. The extra time in care and love will
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help cure their lost feeling, even though the remaining parent still needs someone to help
make him or her strong and firm facing the realities.
Ignoring this grieving process may lead the child or children to be especially
naughty, anti-social or have bad manners, especially if the single parent loses control,
becomes a workaholic, seldom goes home, likes to change to a new partner for free sex,
gets drunk etc. As a result, the family will become dysfunctional after the other beloved
parent passes away.

Loss of Health for a Long Period of Time
Our body is like a car that needs maintenance on the inside and on the outside.
The inside is the engine that needs maintained to keep the car running longer and better.
The outside represents the appearance of the car; but the interior represents the
performance of the car, which must be kept tidy and clean. Both are so important, but the
basic maintenance is on the inside.
For humans, the inside represents not only health in body but also in spirit and
soul. These parts should be maintained as well as we can to get the highest
“performance,” i.e. meaning from life. Sometimes things do not run as smoothly as we
want because of many diseases that come occasionally or continually and more severely,
that make the body perform at its worst.
Many diseases are of a light type and temporary nature, but sometimes there are
those that stay until they become serious and permanent. One disease can develop into
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more. Illnesses can come suddenly or periodically. The impact of these types of illnesses
is that the family will be:

Needing a Lot of Money
The person who gets sick permanently and who may even become handicapped
generally needs a lot of money. The more money they need will make worse and worse
conditions for the family. This occurs, of course, because they will have lost half their
income, provided they had a two-income family. In spite of the reduction in income, the
family needs even more money for treatment or medication, which may also result in the
person:

Needing a Lot of Care
The person who is so ill that he/she is no longer independent will be a burden to
the whole family, especially the working spouse. However, that person still has the basic
needs to touch and to share love and receive love from the family unless the condition
will be worse and worse. This is especially true, if the disease becomes chronic, and/or
handicapped. The important thing is supporting, encouraging and extra love.

Needing support to not become dysfunctional
A dysfunctional family occurs when each member of the family does not perform
his or her functions well. Of course, this can occur whether or not there is serious illness
in the family. However, for example, let us imagine that, as Asian Immigrant husband, he
did not fulfill the needs of the family because he got into an accident, was laid off or he
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was not a responsible man in the first place. Each family member still needs his income,
his love, his care and protection, his good example and his faith in God as his or her
support. If, for instance, he was in an accident and had a long-term recovery or was even
handicapped, he could require long-term medication, therapy or total disability. This kind
of situation has a big potential to bring this Asian immigrant family into dysfunction.
That can happen because his wife would have to work harder to provide the income. He
may get depressed because of his restricted activity. However, he needs love and to show
his love. The problem may be, though, that his wife is so extra-busy that he begins to feel
lonely and useless, causing him more stress and greater depression. His children then feel
burdened because they have to take care of their father, who will scold them out of his
frustration and depression. The children will then not get enough caring and love because
of their father’s mental condition and the fact that their mother is so busy. The result may
be that the children become dysfunctional; and there is a potential for a broken home. As
a wife and mother, who have to work hard, the spouse may become frustrated because of
the bad situation as well. This compounds the problems, potentially causing her to
become dysfunctional, as well. Should all of these situations occur, we can see what may
potentially become of the family.
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Discussion Questions
What would you do if you got to the point of a broken relationship? Why would
you do that?

Have you prepared your family to face the reality of death? Please share
your concepts or strategies.

Do you have the best idea for facing loss of health for a long period off?
How do you plan a solution?
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5. TEN ELEMENTS
FOR STRONG MARRIAGE
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Building a Strong and Firm Marriage: Ten Elements
People must recognize the realities of marriage before they consider marrying.
The Bible gives the example: “Suppose one of you wants to build a tower. Will you not
first sit down and estimate the cost to see if you have enough money to complete it? For
if you lay the foundation and are not able to finish it, everyone who sees it will ridicule
you, saying, ‘this person began to build and wasn’t able to finish.’” (Luke 14:28-30).
Preparing for marriage is like preparing to build a tower. The couple needs to
calculate whether they have prepared a strong and firm foundation for their
tower/marriage – one that will last until death tears it apart. Many people marry only in
the name of love, without knowing what love is. There are four types of love (based on
the Greek words and concepts). Those are: Eros, Storgae, Philae and Agape. Eros is love
because of something as a reason. For example: I love you because you are rich,
handsome, smart, beautiful, sexy, good, etc. Storgae is love from parents to their
children. This love is pure without asking for anything in return. However, this love still
can change and stop because the child is so embarrassing or hurting the parents. Philae is
love of true friend. This true love can lead a friend to sacrifice everything for his or her
best friend. However, this love still can change if there is a betrayal or unfaithfulness.
And the highest love is Agape. Agape is love using even though for everything. For
example: I love you even though you hurt my feeling, you betray me, you make fun of
me, you despise me, etc. This is the love of Jesus Christ to His own church. As a couple,
they should definitely know what type of love they have. Love is important, but it is not
the only principle on which to build a strong and firm marriage.
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Jesus Christ taught us in Matthew 7: 24-28 about the wise man and the
foolish man who each wanted to build a house. The foolish man liked to hurry and would
like to build his house instantly. However, the wise man was always focusing on building
a strong and firm house. Speed was not his criteria.
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I am proposing that Asian-immigrant couples can benefit from a fresh pattern for
understanding marriage, one built not on the traditions and male-dominated culture of the
Asian community, but rather on a more healthy understanding of relationship dynamics
and biblical principles. These relationship principles are developed around the metaphor
of building a house that stands strong and firm in the face of the elements and things that
would destroy it. This metaphor rests not only on biblical teaching (i.e., Jesus’ parable of
the strong house built on the rock, Matt. 7:24-27), but is also relevant to Asian cultural
understandings. In Indonesian culture, for example, the image of the “house” is closely
related to marriage. This is because the Indonesian word for house (Rumah) and the term
for married life (Rumah Tangga) include the same word, Rumah. Also, in Chinese culture
the word for “house” (Cia) and the term for “family” (Cia ding) use the same word, Cia.
The image of a strong house representing a strong marriage and family has significance
within the Asian community, which is why I have selected this metaphor as a way for
Asian-immigrant couples to develop a fresh, strong, and more healthy way of relating
within marriage.
Insufficient Preparation for Marriage
One problem faced by couples in many cultures is insufficient preparation for
marriage. This is true in western culture where marriages are often initiated by romantic
attraction, but it is also true within Asian culture where arranged marriages are still
common. People must consider the realities of marriage before they decide to make that
commitment. Jesus himself provides a relevant example: “Suppose one of you wants to
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build a tower. Won’t you first sit down and estimate the cost to see if you have enough
money to complete it? For if you lay the foundation and are not able to finish it, everyone
who sees it will ridicule you, saying, ‘this person began to build and wasn’t able to
finish’” (Luke 14:28-30).
Preparing for marriage is like preparing to build a tower. The couple needs to
calculate if they have prepared strong and firm foundation of marriage until death finally
separates them. Many people enter marriage only in the name of love without knowing
what love is. As noted above, they should be aware that there are four type of love, and
know what kind of love they are experiencing. Love is important but it is not the only
principal upon which to build a strong and firm marriage.

Here is a sketch of the strong and firm house upon which the metaphor will be developed
in this Section:
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The house must have a roof and four walls. And to make it firm, the house must
have four pillars of foundations. Altogether I am proposing ten basic principles to make
the marriage strong and firm for Asian immigrant couples.

In his parable, Jesus indicates that there are three enemies that will attack a house.

The First Enemy that will Attack is the Rain

Rain attacks and primarily wears on the roof of the house. The Pacific Northwest
of the USA where I now live is well-known for its wet winters and significant rainfall.
Builders and homeowners know that this can be very hard on buildings. A strong roof is
needed to make the house strong. Many Asian countries also experience heavy seasonal
rains (“monsoons”), so this imagery is not lost on Asian-immigrants to the U.S. There are
two parts of a roof which are needed to protect the house. Those are:

Good and Wise Communication
Good and wise communication is an adult-level, progressive communication that
must be present in married life. Good and wise communication will never happen
automatically; it needs time to process and a humble heart to accept one another. Good
communication involves speaking by using clear statements with controlled emotion in
times of stress or anger, without using sentences that can hurt other’s feelings. Good
communication in marriage requires honestly conveying one’s feeling so as to create
harmony, maturity, and building up one another. Even honesty, however, needs to be
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exercised with sensitivity and correct timing. Honesty that is ill-timed can be destructive
and make matters worse. As an example, consider this illustration:
A young married husband just came back from men’s ministry retreat. During the
retreat, he made a decision that he would confess his unfaithfulness to his wife
during the first year of their marriage. He realized that as a new Christian, he has
to tell honestly about his sin for their reconciliation. After arriving at home, he
suddenly told honestly the whole story of his unfaithfulness to his wife during the
first year of their marriage. As a result, he did not receive forgiveness and
understanding from his wife, and in fact his wife ended up wanting to divorce
him. This happened because he did not exercise his honesty in communication
with wisdom and discretion. He did not know or look for the right time to bring
up the matter and to tell the truth. He should discern what type of woman his wife
is and act accordingly. If she is a rigid or narrow-minded person, it may better for
him to confess in front of a pastor only, at least to start with. But if his wife is an
emotionally mature and broad-minded person, he may want to confess to her but
still look for the right timing.
Another example would be a wife who called a technician come and fix a leaky
faucet, but she forgot to tell her husband that the technician she called happened to be a
friend from high school. After completing the job, they talked about their families and
shared memories about high school until evening. And when the technician left the
house, they hugged each other and she waved as he drove away. Her husband went home
at that time and saw that his wife hugged a man and waved at him. But he kept quiet,
hoping his wife would tell him what was going on. His wife did not know that he noticed
this encounter, and forgot to tell her husband about her friend who came to their house
and fixed the faucet. The husband was hurt and angry, thinking his wife had been
unfaithful to him so he began to call his lawyer preparing to divorce.
The husband should not allow his emotions to drive a hasty decision like that. It
would be far better to simply ask his wife about what he had observed and give her a
chance to explain. It would also be wise of the wife to tell her husband about the visit
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from a male friend that day, especially if she thinks her husband might be threatened by
it. Honest communication will lead them to know deeper each other and to demonstrate
more trust and more love.

Wise Management of Money
As an immigrant myself, I can attest that it is not very easy to find jobs in US. At
the very least, a person must have Social Security as the one of the basic criteria to get a
job. However, if they are denied Social Security and other basic working papers, they
will not be able to work legally and they will not get any food stamp or insurance to
support their needs. If they are in fact legal immigrants, they can succeed by hard work.
However, even once they get a job they must be aware that not every job is good for
ourselves or our family life. There are many jobs that are not healthy for family life, jobs
that might either compromise their principles or impede upon their priority of family
time. Working hard is important, but working too many hours a day can cause problems
in one’s marriage or family relationships and communication.
An appropriate relationship with money and finances is essential to a strong
marriage. Some conflicts may be caused by simple lack of income. The economy is so
crucial to build a strong and firm marriage. Without enough money, it is as if the family
is functioning like a body without enough blood. It would be wise for couples to see that
one or both partners have a stable job before marriage, or even before they start dating.
Couples need to determine their needs and cost of living, and plan accordingly. It is
important for couples to live within their means and avoid incurring debt, except for
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major investments such as a car or house. Working out a realistic budget should be a
priority for all couples.
If, after developing a budget, the husband is not able to earn that much money, the
wife will likely need to work as well. They may also not be ready to have children right
away unless together they can accept responsibility for all expenses. And they should
recognize that once they do begin to have children, the burden for earning income will
fall increasingly to one partner, usually the husband.
How to earn enough money and to manage it well is a major issue for couples.
The biblical story of Ruth provides a helpful example of how a family unit managed
finances. The story relates that Ruth was the daughter-in-law of Naomi, and after her
husband and brother-in-law passed away she and Naomi decided to return to Israel from
Moab. As single women they were poor and had little or no legal status.
Eventually Ruth married a man named Boaz and had a son named Obed. She and
Boaz were prosperous and well-known in Israel. Ruth became known as the greatgrandmother of King David and an ancestor of Jesus Christ. Some lesson can be learned
from the life of Ruth:
She starts her new life in Israel by being willing to do the lowest job
The Bible mentions that Ruth the Moabite said to Naomi, “Let me go to the fields
and pick up the leftover grain behind anyone in whose eyes I find favor” (Ruth 2:2). Left
over grain is given to the poor people to pick up for their food, a practice known as
“gleaning.” Ruth so humbly named herself as a poor woman by picking up the grain and
gleaning. She did not feel embarrassed to do that. Nowadays not many people really want
to consider him or herself as a poor person, fearing that people will look down on or
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mock them. However, Ruth was not that type of person. She actively asked permission to
do that voluntarily for her mother in law, and was able to do so because of her humble
heart. Humility will lead someone to do something from the beginning or the lowest
level. This is the first reason why Ruth was so successful in her life. Couples, especially
perhaps early in their married life, may need to work hard at menial labor in order to
make ends meet and to keep financial difficulties from becoming a problem in their
marriage.

She bowed down with her face to the ground. She asked him, “Why have I found such
favor in your eyes that you notice me—a foreigner?” (Ruth 2:10)
Ruth was a woman who gave high appreciation for those who helped her. She
remembered everything that had been given to her. A person can do like that if he or she
has a kind heart. A kind heart will always motivate someone to give thanks. However, it
is hard to do that if someone has not had a kind heart. Ruth’s kind heart allowed her to
experience success throughout her life.

May you be richly rewarded by the LORD, the God of Israel, under whose wings you
have come to take refuge” (Ruth 2:12b)
Ruth surrendered her entire life into God’s care. She depended on God although
she was still a new believer. She had faith that with God, she could do something
beautiful and wonderful in her life. The Bible mentioned many times from Genesis until
Revelation that those who trust in God and obey God’s law will never need to be afraid
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of the worst things that may happen, and they will have everything they want. It is
because the Lord became their Shepherd and they lacked nothing (Psalm 23:1).

Ruth has a close relationship with her mother in law (Ruth 2:20-22)
Ruth loved and cared for her mother-in-law. Her unity with her mother-in-law as
the only person in her family makes her life becomes so incredible. She tells Naomi,
“Where you go, I will go; where you lodge I will lodge. Your people shall be my people,
and your God my God” (Ruth 1:6). The unity in a family is the one of the things that
makes the blessing of the Lord pour abundantly into Ruth’s life. That does not happen
easily—it requires commitment, humility, love and courage to fix and to maintain those
kinds of relationships. And Ruth succeeded in making that happen. The unity and
harmony in family makes the Lord God pleased with us and the result will be the blessing
upon our life.

The second enemy is the wind
The wind is what will attack the wall of the house. That is why four strong walls
are required. Those are:

Holy and Healthy Sexual Life
A holy and healthy sexual life is very important in marriage, but dealing with and
communicating about the marital sexual relationship can be very difficult for Asians.
Speaking of Chinese people specifically, Joseph Yeung notes,
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Traditional Chinese people are self-contained, seldom express themselves, and
hide things in their hearts. They may say ‘Good, Okay, Fine,’ even though they do
not mean it. For example, when someone praises their children traditional Chinese
parents may say, ‘No, they are very stupid,’ but Americans express gratitude
when someone praises their children. In this regard the two cultures are very
different. A similar difference exists about sex. Traditional Chinese couples do
not express their sexual feelings, and are unlikely to seek help even though they
may have trouble in their sexual relationship. They would not study about sex,
and many Chinese pastors avoid talking about sex in premarital counseling
because many Chinese consider sex sinful, ugly, and dirty. When children ask
parents about sex parents may reply, ‘Don’t ask this; it is dirty.’ On the other
hand, many American people want to know more about sex.1
Other Asian cultures have more in common with this Chinese perspective than
they do with American attitudes toward sex. Helping Asian-immigrant couples deal
constructively with ingrained and traditional attitudes about sex is a huge topic, and will
require patient teaching in “small steps.” Those who do marriage and premarital
counseling with Asian couples need to recognize that it is an important topic, and use
available resources for assisting couples. For example, two popular books on sex from a
Christian perspective are available in both English and Chinese versions: Love Life for
Every Married Couple by Ed Wheat and translated by Ruth Yen2 and Intended for
Pleasure by Ed and Gaye Wheat, translated by Joseph Chen and Ruth Yen.3
God is holy and He wants His people to live in holiness (I Peter 1:5). This extends
to our sexual lives as well. Marriage experts Jack and Judith Balswick point to Genesis 1:
27-28 as an indication that males and females are each uniquely and distinctly designed
by God, yet are also created by God to be equal and united as sexual beings.4
So God created humankind in his image, in the image of God he created them;
male and female he created them. God blessed them, and God said to them, ‘Be
fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth and subdue it; and have dominion over the
fish of the sea and over the birds of the air and over every living thing that moves
upon the earth’ (Genesis 1:27-28).
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The New Testament also reflects a holy perspective on human sexuality. Pastors
and counselors working with Asian couples can point to passages such as Hebrews 13:4,
which says, “Let marriage be held in honor by all, and let the marriage bed be kept
undefiled; for God will judge fornicators and adulterers.” The apostle Paul also sheds
light on a proper perspective of sex in marriage when he writes,
But because of cases of sexual immorality, each man should have his own wife
and each woman her own husband. The husband should give to his wife her
conjugal rights, and likewise the wife to her husband. For the wife does not have
authority over her own body, but the husband does; likewise the husband does not
have authority over his own body, but the wife does. Do not deprive one another
except perhaps by agreement for a set time, to devote yourselves to prayer, and
then come together again, so that Satan may not tempt you because of your lack
of self-control (I Cor. 7:2-5).
A pure sexual life must begin once a couple starts dating. They have to respect
their holiness to God and to honor their own body. Sexual intercourse must be reserved
for only after marriage; it considered fornication or adultery if a couple chooses to do it
before marriage. Once a couple gets married, of course, they must limit their sexual
activity only to their spouse. If they compromise this, they violate the laws and principles
that God has established for a pure and holy sexual life. They should structure their
sexual relationship according to God’s pattern.
Above all, pastors and counselors working with Asian-immigrant couples should
work with the couple on communication, helping them to learn to talk about sex in a
constructive way. If the topic causes discomfort, they should at least reach the point
where they can freely admit that it makes them uncomfortable and learn to share why.
The male-dominant hierarchy of Asian culture may make it difficult for couples to
communicate about sex or show intimacy and affection within their relationship, but
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these are skills that can be taught and learned so that couples are able to build the “house”
of their marriage on a strong and firm foundation.

Having a Plan for the Bright Future
Asian couples must be encouraged to have a plan before they step into marriage.
This plan should be made during their dating time, preferably with the assistance of a
counselor or pastor. They should make that plan for their bright future. Without making
those plans, the family will never make any progress toward their goals. They may also
become bored with that kind of marriage because nothing can change for a better life and
it will have the potential to be worse and worse. The plan that they should make should
include:
A Plan for a Good Job and a Good Income
For example, a part time job in a company with salary of less than $12 for an hour
is probably not adequate for an Asian immigrant couple in North American culture. They
should do their best with many sacrifices in that company to get full time and the
increasing salary as high as possible within five years of immigrating to North America.
If this is not getting the result, they should consider finding a better job or attending a
school or receiving training that will support their next jobs. They should not feel
satisfied or just settle for an inadequate situation; they should make a plan for a better job
for a better life otherwise they will not get any improvement for their entire life.

The House in Which They Will Settle
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Renting or buying property is one of the biggest challenges for Asian immigrants.
They should know well about the quality of the house, the title history, the proximity to
their work place, the neighborhood and environment, and whether it is a safe area for the
children. That is why a wise plan is needed to make it come true. They should create a
plan that can enable them to purchase their own home within fifteen years of marriage.
They should work very hard to make sure the dream comes true. Although the global
economic situation fluctuates, married couples should create better lives by living within
their means, working harder, increasing their skills and knowledge to get to a higher
position. And for the result, they can save enough money to make a down payment to buy
a house.

Health Insurance
Almost everyone has concern about the importance of health insurance. It is
because by ignoring it, something tragic may happen that will ruin their family finances.
A wise and smart decision is needed to set aside the amount for this expense. For young
healthy married couples, it is better they choose a less expensive plan so that they can
save more money for other things.

Planning for Children
Married couples need to plan for how many children they both will want. They
should not discuss that after marriage but before. They should also attempt to plan the
spacing of the age of their children. They should accept if their children all are in the
same gender without trying to break the commitment to add more child(ren) for different
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gender. They should make a path for their children’s future so that it makes the children
easier to grasp their future for instance: teaching them strong faith and good character,
making a healthy and harmonious atmosphere in the relationship with one another or
saving money for their college.

The Wedding Anniversary Celebration
Wedding anniversaries are important within the Asian culture. Each couple has to
plan their wedding anniversary to make it a very special event, paying special attention to
anniversaries in multiples of five. They must make a special event for that special
moment. They can go vacation in certain areas in town for the first five year celebration.
And for the second five years, they can visit the states that they like most. For the third
five years, they may choose something like going on a cruise. For the fourth five years
they may go traveling to several Asian countries. The fifth five years or the silver
wedding anniversary, they may choose to make it a spectacular moment by traveling to
several European countries etc.
Without a plan, they will never have enough money to go vacation together and as
a result their marriage will become boring and passive. This must be avoided.

Savings and Retirement
They should make a plan how much they need to save for their retirement. For
example, they may calculate if it is enough to get less than $100,000 for their savings or
if they need much more than that. They really need to think it through and make a wise
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decision for their better future. As a result they never afraid of their health condition,
their retirement life, and their home to live.

The Legacy
For those who had succeeded in their economic plan, they should think about their
legacy for all their saving, income, or wealth that they have. They should make it sure all
beneficiary are clear and fair so that, all the wealthy really become a blessing for those
who will receive it without any feeling of dissatisfaction or jealousy for the wisdom
policy.
Those are the things that they have to really think how to manage their times to be
effective and optimal for their married lives.

Having a Forgiving Heart
Each family must have a constructive way of dealing with their own struggles.
And the struggles become more deeply embedded if they cannot forgive one another.
Someone can be disappointed or get hurt if the family members continually make
mistakes or do something bad through their statements, behaviors, or misconduct. These
things can range from simple mistakes to offenses that become nearly intolerable.
It is not easy to extend forgiveness unless Jesus Christ has restored our lives from
any bitterness and suffering from our past. It is not enough to receive Jesus Christ as
Savior; a person must also make him Lord of their lives, which provides the power to
forgive. And as the Lord who owns our entire life he would restore our whole life
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especially from any suffering and bitterness of our past. The question is how to have the
real experiences of restoration? Sometime it takes a certain moment and a certain coach,
trainer or pastor who is able to lead them to have a genuine restoration, one that helps
them to experience freedom and power to forgive. After getting a breakthrough in
restoration it will make each person emotionally healthy and improve the relationship
with his or her spouse. This restoration should ideally be done before a couple gets
married, to hinder the possibility of any remaining bitterness that will be the root of
poison on their happy married life.
Forgiveness is a basic biblical concept, one both commanded and modeled
throughout Scripture. It is at the heart of our covenant relationship with God, as
exemplified in the apostle Paul’s teaching in Ephesians, “In him (Christ) we have
redemption through his blood, the forgiveness of our trespasses, according to the riches
of his grace that he lavished on us” (Ephesians 1:7-8b. See also other passages such as
Mark 1:4; Luke 1:77, 3:3; Acts 5:31, 10:43, 13:38, 26:18; I John 1:9. ). As followers of
Christ, we are called on also to demonstrate this same spirit of forgiveness in our
relationships with others (Matthew 6:14-15; 18:21-22; Colossians 3:13). Jesus himself
commanded, when asked by Peter how many times he should forgive someone who has
sinned against him, “Not seven times, but, I tell you, seventy-seven times” (Matthew 18:
22). This demonstrates the priority forgiveness has in our lives. The marriage relationship
ought to be a primary “laboratory” where this kind of forgiveness is learned and
practiced.
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Some helpful resources for understanding forgiveness within relationships are the
books, Forgive and Forget: Healing the Hurts we Don’t Deserve,5 and The Art of
Forgiving: When You Need to Forgive and Don’t Know How,6 both by Lewis B. Smedes.

An Appropriate Family Hierarchy
Family hierarchy is one of the most important elements of building a strong
marriage “house.” Asian immigrant couples are very familiar with this, and most of them
are agree with this hierarchy because this is the philosophy and the tradition of Asian
cultures. Unfortunately, in Asian cultures the family hierarchy is based on a very maledominant traditional and cultural rather than a biblical model of mutual love and respect
for one another, which can lead to many dysfunctions within marriage. Asian-immigrant
couples can be assisted in having a more strong and firm marriage by understanding
family hierarchy from a more equally-based, biblical model of husband/wife
relationships.
A foundational biblical principle and model for husband and wife and family
relationships is found in the apostle Paul’s instructions to the church in Ephesus:
Be subject to one another out of reverence for Christ. Wives, be subject to your
husbands, as you are to the Lord. For the husband is the head of the wife just as
Christ is the head of the church, the body of which he is the Savior. Just as the
church is subject to Christ, so also wives ought to be, in everything, to their
husbands. Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ loved the church and gave
himself up for her, in order to make her holy by cleansing her with the washing of
water by the word, so as to present the church to himself in splendor, without a
spot or wrinkle or anything of the kind—yes, so that she may be holy and without
blemish. In the same way, husbands should love their wives as they do their own
bodies. He who loves his wife loves himself. For no one ever hates his own body,
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but he nourishes and tenderly cares for it, just as Christ does for the church,
because we are members of his body. For this reason man will leave his father and
mother and be joined to his wife, and the two will become one flesh. This is a
great mystery, and I am applying it to Christ and the church. Each of you,
however, should love his wife as himself, and a wife should respect her husband
(Ephesians 5:21-33).
This passage is very much emphasized within the Asian Christian community, but
too often in a one-side way that just focuses on the wife’s responsibility to submit to her
husband. This, combined with the traditional Asian patriarchal hierarchy, has created at
best an imbalance within marital relationships, and at worst an environment conducive to
abuse and domination. I am proposing that Asian-immigrant couples need to develop a
fresh vision of how they are to relate to one another, based on God’s design for men and
women and on a proper understanding of biblical teaching such as the “Household
Codes” found in Ephesians 5:21-6:9 and in Colossians 3:18-4:1. Kenneth V. Neller,
professor of biblical studies at Harding University, comments on the Ephesians passage,
“It may be suggested, however, that never is ‘obedience’ of wives to husbands found in
the NT and, further, that nowhere in the NT is there basis for male superiority. A fresh
examination of Eph. 5:21-33 is fully warranted.”7 Neller goes on to suggest the following
perspectives when approaching this passage:
The heading found in Eph. 5:21, ‘Submit yourselves to one another in reverence
to Christ,’ controls and influences everything Paul says in the following Haustafel
(5:22-6:9). The ideal relationship between a husband and wife is defined by the
concept of a mutual submission patterned after and in deference to the example
modeled by Christ…Wives should submit themselves to their husbands (5:22,24).
This submission is not a forced subjection which implies weakness, nor does it
imply inferiority….Christian submission, like Christ’s submission, is a voluntary
surrendering of one’s own rights. Christ does not forcibly subject the individual
Christian nor the church, but his followers voluntarily give up their lives and
submit to him (see Mk.8:34). In the same way, when a woman marries, she
chooses to submit herself to her husband.8
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In perhaps the most important observation for purposes of this dissertation, Neller further
notes:
When describing the husband’s role in marriage, it must be remembered that the
context is one of mutual submission (5:21). The husband is ‘head of the wife just
as Christ is head of the church’ (5:23). Taken out of context, this analogy has
been misinterpreted in terms of power, authority, and superiority….The husband’s
role as ‘head’ is likened to Christ’s love for the church—a sacrificial ‘giving up’
of oneself for the sake of another (5:25). It is a tender, nurturing, caring type of
love (5:28-29) which will reap its own delightful rewards (5:26-27). Certainly,
any abuse of the wife by the husband in his role as ‘head’ of the wife would
indicate misunderstanding of this passage, an ignorance of Christ and his
relationship with the church, or both….Rather than having a husband
commanding and a wife obeying, both are urged to submit themselves to one
another in Christian deference.9
Christ Jesus must be the head of the family and the husband with his wife must
have the authority as the representative of the Lord Jesus to lead the family. The mother
(wife) cannot be lower than the husband (father). They should be in the same level. The
husband should not feel superior to his wife vice versa his wife to him. According to the
“Household Codes” described by Paul in Ephesians and Colossians, below the husband
and the wife (parents) in the family hierarchy are the children. Not specifically noted in
the “Household Codes,” but still important in an Asian perspective on the family, would
be other family members such as grandparents, uncles and aunts. Although the
grandparents are lower position than the children, it does not mean that the children can
give commands to their own grandparents. There is no command line from the children to
their grandparents. The relatives and friends must be lower than the grandparent’s status.

A diagram might look like this:
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This hierarchy system is so important because if the couple did not use this
system properly, it will make them easily quarrel and as the impact, the marriage can
become dynsfunctional and finally they may divorce.
This is the basic principle of marriage. Each couple must need God to be the head
of their family. This is the key to success in building a strong and firm marriage. It is
because of the family’s commitment to God, that God will take care of and guide this
family. The couple sees the Lord God as directing their marriage, and invites Him to be
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the Head of the family. It is like the wedding in Cana where the celebration ran out of
wine (John 2:1-12). It’s because the Lord Jesus was invited, he performed an amazing
miracle that met the need of those present. As a result: it amazed not only the master of
the banquet, but also was a blessing to everyone present.
The presence of Jesus Christ in our married life can calm down the big winds and
waves that come to the marriage’s boat such as misunderstandings, miscommunications
and quarreling with one another. He also makes the relationship sweeter and stronger by
making us easily understanding about our partner and all behaves or characters.
Each family honors Him and one another as representatives who also honor God.
It is because God is there in the marriage, helping the husband and wife realize that they
should honor, trust, and accept one another just as Christ has submitted His life for us.

The Last but not the Least Enemy is the Flood
The flood attacks the foundation of the house and if the foundation is not firm
enough, the house will be ruined. This is perhaps the most important characteristic of the
strong and the firm house. The foolish builder in Jesus’ parable likely had good walls and
roof, but had not built on a solid foundation. Jesus compared this to a foolish man who
hears but does not obey the Word of God (Matthew 7:26). For those who want to build a
house of marriage, they should have the following four pillars that constitute a solid
foundation. As important as these things are, however, couples do need to make sure that
they have the rest of the house (the walls and the roof) in place in order to have a
genuinely strong and firm marriage.
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The Four Principles as a Foundation are:
Doing the Word of God (Matt. 7:26)
Doing the word of God is so important. It is not only to make a Christian to be
wise but also it is the basic standard of Christianity. A Christian is the one who does or
obeys the word of God. Without doing the word of God, a marriage will be easily shaken
and cracked because the couples do not know how to build a strong and firm marriage.
They did not know about what is marriage, the function of marriage and the goal. To
begin doing the word of God is by having a commitment to continually read the Bible
every day. New Christians would do well to develop the habit of regular Bible reading.
And that leads also the person to love and obey what the Bible calls them to do. As the
result, it will bring the family closer to the character of Christ that bind them together in
unity for the purpose of fulfilling the mission of Christ.

Maintaining the Genuine Love (I Tim. 1:5)
The genuine love is easily faded. Romance in marriage often fades after several
years, due to boredom, stress from financial challenges, incompatibility, or lack of
communication. The faded love will easily put the marriage on shaky ground. To
anticipate that matter, the Bible gives advice from I Tim 1:5: “But	
  the	
  aim	
  of	
  such	
  
instruction	
  love	
  that	
  comes	
  from	
  a	
  pure	
  heart,	
  a	
  good	
  conscience,	
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The way to maintain passion and love for one another in marriage is: having a
pure heart, a good conscience and a sincere faith. A pure heart only comes from a holy
life and a holy life is the result of intimate relationship with the Lord Jesus. The holiness
and love from the Lord flows and fulfills the marriage. They result from a couple’s
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mutual commitment to God. They do meditation by reading the bible and praying to the
Lord. And as a result, a couple may be able to solve difficulties and challenges without
mistrust of one another. The closer their relationship to the Lord, the more intimate will
be their relationship with each other. A pure heart will produce a good conscience that
will make a person aware of God’s will. This will influence the way they think, feel, and
make decision.
Christian marriage counselor and author Willard F. Harley, PhD, also addresses
the concern of fading love within a romantic relationship. Harley uses the concept of a
“Love Bank” to give a mental visual of how this works.10
Figuratively speaking, I believe each of us has a Love Bank. [Note: Harley does
not limit the concept to romantic relationships, as seen in his illustration below] In
contains many different accounts, one for each person we know. Each person
either makes deposits or withdrawals whenever we interact with him or her.
Pleasurable interactions cause deposits, and painful interactions cause
withdrawals.
In my Love Bank system every deposit or withdrawal is worth a certain number
of love units. If I meet a friend (we’ll call him Jim), and the encounter leaves me
feeling comfortable, one love unit will be deposited in my Love Bank. If the
interchange makes me feel good, Jim’s deposit in my bank is two love units. Very
good gets three. Four units go to him when he makes me feel exceptionally good.
Suppose, however, that I find myself feeling uncomfortable when I am with
someone; we’ll call her Jane. One love unit is withdrawn from Jane’s account. If
she makes me feel bad, two units are withdrawn. Very bad warrants a three-unit
withdrawal. If I consider my encounter with Jane among the worst experiences of
my life, it costs her a four-unit withdrawal.11
It is easy to see how Harley will apply this concept in the marriage relationship.
Every interaction between a husband and wife will create either deposits or withdrawals
from the “Love Bank” each of them maintains for the other. As long as there is a
sufficient “balance” in the account of each, couples will find it easier to maintain
attraction and romantic love with one another. If the account drops dangerously low or
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even falls into a negative balance, couples may lose all feelings of romance and
attraction, and wonder why they married the other person in the first place. Accordingly,
couples need to place a priority on doing the positive things that place deposits in one
another’s “Love Bank,” and avoid doing the negative, annoying things that will make
destructive withdrawals. Willard Harley explores this concept further, especially avoiding
“Love Bank” withdrawals (which he calls “Love Busters”) in the book, Love Busters:
Overcoming Habits that Destroy Romantic Love.12

Preparedness of Eternity (I Cor. 15:54-55)
Death can bring the ruin of a family. Especially if it comes suddenly,
unpredictably and to a young married couple. It can shake a family that has not prepared
well for that kind of disaster. The children suffer the loss of a parent figure, the family
may not be able to pay all the bills, and they may lose their home, or worse. The best way
to prevent this disaster is fully depend on God. Only He can take care of, guide, protect
and bless the marriage from any disaster. And if disaster does strike, He will not make the
family despair, He will not make the family despair, He will give new strength and new
hope to be a champion.

Support From the Parents and Relatives (Exodus 18:13-24)
The Bible mentions the story of Moses whose father-in-law Jethro really
supported his career and gave Moses advice how to do well in organizing the Israelites at
that time. Family support is very important especially the couple is facing challenges.
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This may include encouragement, financial help, or other means of support, and will help
the younger marriage survive during the crisis periods and even make the family grow
and thrive.

Summary
In this chapter I have proposed that Asian-immigrant couples need help to find a
fresh vision of a healthy marriage. Too often, the foundation of Asian-immigrant
marriages is based on an unhealthy combination of male-dominated tradition and cultural
heritage, rather than on sound biblical and relational principles. I propose that comparing
a healthy marriage relationship to a strong and well-built house is an image that Asian
couples can relate to, and have used the elements of that house (the roof, the walls, and
the pillars of the foundation) to present ten principles that will contribute to strong and
firm marriage for Asian-immigrant couples.
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Discussion Questions
What do you think if the house got only less than 10 principles?
What will happen if the foundation not strong enough? Why?
Is it important to have a child? What is the consequence having a child or children?
Is it possible having those 10 principles? How to get that?
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CONCLUSION
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Marriage can be something wonderful -- or painful. It depends on whether the
foundations of the house (marriage) are built with a strong and firm foundation. For
Asian immigrant couples, who come from a very male dominated and controlled culture,
marriage is traditionally seen as less balanced between the couple. Though some couples
prefer this tradition because it creates a type of stability, the male dominated marriages
are not healthy relationships. Some families that still put parents higher than their spouse
also cause friction in their marriages. It is because their spouse gets potential to get hurts
and as a result the family cannot function optimally. This is not according to the Bible
and it can be dangerous for their marriage life. That’s why they need to include the ten
basic principles that I’ve discussed to help form a strong and firm marriage.
If a couple has only, or less than, five basic principles, it is like a couple who
wants to go traveling from Portland (Oregon) to Los Angeles (California) by riding a bus.
That couple will, of course, arrive in LA, but will have spent almost 24 hours on that bus.
As a result, they will get so impatient, bored and exhausted because of the long journey to
reach the destination that they will not really care about arriving.
The couples who have five to eight of the principles shown are like a couple who
ride in an old car to go to the same destination. They have to take a break in many rest
areas, as they are scared about the condition of the car’s engine and fearful as to whether
or not it will get them there. As a result, they need to find a hotel for a night, because the
car needed so many stops for cooling the engine. However, their overnight stop makes
them fresh again to continue their journey. This couple’s condition must be better than
the other, who used the bus, but they still had many postponements before reaching their
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destination, which finally took almost 24 hours for them to arrive in LA and they will still
be tired.
The best scenario is for the couple who practices almost all of the principles. They
used an airplane to go to LA; and it took only around two hours twenty minutes to arrive
at LAX. The couple got good food and service without having many stresses or burdens,
and it was fast for them to reach their destination. They arrived refreshed and ready to
begin their adventure.
LA, as a destination, is a symbol of happiness, blessing and becoming prosperous.
Each couple can reach that destination, depending on how many basic principles they
employ during their preparation for marriage and by the way they practice their
marriage’s journey using those principles.
After grasping the LA (happiness,) they should manage their lives to get full
happiness. They need to practice all ten principles, or fix their marriage conditions to
reach the ten principles. To get those, they may have to enter a counseling class and then
a small group, not as a choice but a necessity in order to achieve love and balance in their
marriages as well as their families and then their communities.
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